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' 
·consume. approximately the sanie amount .. :of 
'\ 
' 
'.- J • c) 
• 
time a.t each stagee ·.!fhe 
. . .· . . i'' . . ( ' 
stages in. the· man11f acturing. process- .are 
'' .. ~ 
r 
- . 
referred to as work stat,ions 
. ·and the operations in each ~tage can. be_.performe~ repetitively by the 
" 
s~e ope~ator. ~- The . units of . prodqct,- _a:r;e mov~~4. ·f~m .Q_~~; :::;:~at ion to . ,. ~~-i 
.· "' . . . . -'~-- . '' ____ -:--• ---·- . ........ . .. . 
;/ the next throt1:gh -the complete -sequenc_e of .work stations~."_·.· 
(..;,- : 
. ·~- '., 
_,." ~SS~J,llb}y· li~e. techniqu~fs~re\:_p.ften· Used. for other processes Which • • l - _.- .. ~ ' ........ -. ' ·• 







are not· strictly: ~las·sified: as ··assembly. manufacture. Such a process .. . 
-~~~-----------,..J __ ,----'~~\-0-. ~. ~~~~--~. -~ 
·- ~ f} a:.,. 
_Q> i's the ·reconditioning of equipment· which must be· disassembled,-: re.:. . ·. . \ 
' l •· 
. pa.1red, and 1···reassembled. - Th~ volume ;,of sue~· activity and the. charac- ., 
" -·_ teristics of the '·reconditioning process lend· .t,pemselves to the as-
•.. •'/•C'•, :• ... , • '" 
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·. Normally each operation is performe·d_.tepeti-tively- on· each unit·l,r, 
. . . 
· o·f product processed ·by· an i~;ssembly lin_e. However, -th~- reconditioning 
'I- - ·,-~···" ·,·, -· •-: 
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and ·repair p.rocess does not include all operirtions on· all unit~s. This 
' \.... 
. -fac-t .complicates the. determination of the op~r,ttions to ,be incltided· 
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·- ,t, • 
·.• 
.. ; 
- ... .,.~ .. - ,_ 
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The occurrence of a def~ct, which, triggers the- r~p~i~ p.~oces~ ;-~~--- .•. I'. :,-_ ... __ .. ____  
1 
· ·. i-s • a random occur.rence ·which cannot- be ascert"ained prior to .dis~S- _i 'i,; 
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... -·-·-·····"· .. ---··· ... -- ............. . ......... •. _ .... :: .... .:. .. ' \ 
·r·• 
sembly and inspection of the iteni;at th·e wo'rk s·tat'ion. . .,... . . 
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. Ii 
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The randomness · · __  
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precludes ·any attempt-s to sequence items processed by the line. 
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A . literature search i"ndicated · that·· no. research has been reported Co ,, ' 
' ' on this pa,rticular problemo 
' /. ·. 
., 





· I Objectives -_· 
I_. 
,;, f 
The pr.imary objectiv.e· -of .. thi·s study will be to 'in_vestigate the 
. , 
. [ .. .- . r---· \I • • ~ 
•• • 
.... 
ieasib~.litly·- ·of using co1!1puterized line. .,balancing algorit~s to or-. ' 
· ganize a ·line. designe_d- to recon~i t,ion i terns o The problem under· in-
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vestigat ion differs from normal line _·b~tancing .problems in the as~ ''' 
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I• ir-
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pec :t that-' .ea.ch define,d, work element is· not ~per~orme~ 100% of -the. time: 
" . . . - . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . : . . I 







'I of the work efement); c~mprising the .wor~ co11te1rt·of a work station 
.P ' . 1 
. ' ) introduces,. a factor,,of variabil,ity Which is normally .not present· in ,/! 
' ,·. 
--
Several methods of incorporat;ing. the va·ri-
6u ·. 
:,ance element into thf' ·line balancing technique will be an-alyzed ·.1/ 
. > 
-· ' . 
' . 
. r. 
' i '' ' . ' 
·_us;.:ng two actual· reconditioning applications. 'J:pe inadequacies :of 
. .., ' 
G 
- ~ 
, - 1· • present algorithms ancL-heuristics in relation· to the ·-problem undetr/' ~,-
-
·discussio:d will be enumerated. 
• ·,. 1 
\,· ' 
••. , r-· 
_ • ·, / t 
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" As"sociated objectives invo.lve the es·tablis·hment_ of gtildel,ines : ...... -- .. .,,.... -~ 
· e.l, ~ ' 
to'- assist further at~empt s. in the design of similar lines using· l.ine'°' .. . _:.: ' ~ . ',· .' 
I 
.· ' .· 'I ' 
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palancing .techniques •. 
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·_ SWIUJlary of. the Problem . 
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a factor,·· f :i, called the mean. frequencyi of defect -occurrence 4). - · This 
. "!-;;.:!:..1 
; '· 
factor""' ~tff erentiates the, process' from the ass~mbly task to which 
'\ . line bal~ging tec,hniques are generally applied. 
.. 
The frequency f ac..;,;·- . 
· tor is the long run average of the occurrence of a particular defect-· 
and as such.- is subject to ,,estimation errorsG - The. work element re-· 
. ' ' 










• . cessed by the line, the~eby_ introducing_· a variability ·facto!' which -
. . ~ 
··,.i 
·could be more disruptive to the operatio~- of the line than -the --vari-, . Q 
·:., ··, l
1
iability_of ,o.perator performance of the work elements. 
,, 
'' 
• "' 0 
._· \· q. 
. ··-·. -~··, 
-Given a· p~qduction .requirement 
. \ ' 
. 
of P items ,ler-h:Q:ur (or _day) , the- < 
. h ' . . 
. t7 
. . . a \ _lfr ,-
.• -. : .. , .problem · __ woul~_. t-h~h be: · 




'raking prec~dent restrictions into .. account' to di,stribute ----· 
. • 
• . I 
. t -'- \ ,., ... 
the- K work elements among the··.N'-operators ·sucli~'that · the 
·i. '; 
·._ .. _ .. ~- . '-··-'----
.. 
· .. , . - . 
op~rating cycle time· is a minimum. Thus, the ·,aim,. is. to 
·····---~-
-. ----- - __ ,___ . ; ... ....,. .. - -· ·----· 
H I 
·.; 
' ; "')· 
~ ' '. ; 
. . 
- a··-·_ 
I •• .• 
. ,~- . 
.. ,• ~ ~ 
. 
-
minimize both the number -of .work -stations and the operati~~. · ., 
. ·----- .. --~---- . -
- ----. _:_..:...:. __ ; -- .--· ~---
· cycle time. .di '. 
. ~- 't 
. The - main o\jecti ve· is _ that t_!le actu~l rate_ PA must __ be at -
·· least equal to P •. 
\ · .. I . 
- ' 
f''; 
alt • ~ 
I 
·_ Sample·· ProlJ,lems .· -··· ··f·-~-~-· "· 
~ ) 
! ·.~· ···--·-. ····-·····-· 
. ·, ~"-~· . ' 
--~:: ·-4(._. --f-- --· .. · : ..~. 




~r - -··· .. 
. -·--£~,,., l~ this study o.~_ One trepair line consists of seyenty-two. ·tasks grouped_.. 
:?, . ' \.,:,,._ ,:- ':'. .. --
toge t ~er by1·°' logical.· and -technologica.1 11 ,f-actors tt> form -~1,::§e~t of thii;-ty-
., 
,\_\ ·.' 
one work· 1elements:\to be "distributed. among the .. , work stations O (jf the \ . .---
... ·-----·---· . 
-~-· - -- - . -----·-- . -
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comprises. one-p.u~clre_db.and. ten 
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• th-irty-six · work element so Seventy-seven 
t't, 
1one-hundred and. ten tasks have less , than 100% frequency ox 
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II~. GENERAL ·LINE 'BALANCING PROBLEM . 
Rel~ted De'finitions an~d Notat,ion 
. 
. Before embarking upon a· ·general discussion of the ·· 1ine balancing 
: .... .. ·,.).:.::-: 
. pr9blem, _pertinent d·efinition's _.and .. notation wi.ll be presented to fa-· 
. h 




" . ,, 
I' 
. -~ 1.~o;». . -
·. ~ '. 
!:,;~::;,•,\.,' 
··./. . .__ . 
· - the amount of .. tiine a unit -is~availab.le to an 
. -.. 
operator (the time between success:tv~ eompletiqns 
of units) ID. In the case .of const~nt work ~le-
ment times (the·deterministic case) .the cycle. 
----~--- .,,-·.. 
. tiipe ~~·.; a· corrstant o In:. the probabilistic case 
~- ~ . 
t}?.e __ cycle time may be a random variabl~ as will 
~· 
··~· be discussed.later. 
. ·"""'. 
.! 
· d Work element 
- a- minimum feasib_le subdivision· of the work con-. I· 
·:--~_:,__ ___ ' . '. . <. ·-
" ·' ·. tent of the total ·reconditioning process G. 
,. 
Work stations - ·a c'ombination of work elements that must ·be· 
-·· -- ·· perfor~ed serially forms a, "work station''. 
Work station .time. 
. 
· Blocking · ; 
t: 
. '_,.l., 
." L• ,• 
. ,k. 
.f 
. ;· . . > 




.. -· -··- -j 
- the sum of the times .for the work elements· that · 
fo-rm.~ the work station. , 
,y.c 
, ·•.;,.,· -· 
~ 
-
.·- ·Et station is sa'ld to be .blocke~ if work- on··t·he 
. ' 
· · item is C(?mpleted but tlfe' item· cannot pass to 




. and no ayailable space; for in-process inventory 
exists, or if the operator pas.ses an iten_i to 
the next station. but;ca~not ·receive a piece 
since the preceding~station is bu~y apd 1,no . . ....... l 
. .. .. . -,. 
---~yailable invento;ry exists from whic·h to-·draw' 
an item. 
. _ . 
-
1
• items located between work stat.ions to lessen 
. the imp~ct . of :blocking. Such buffers of inven-
. 
.. .. ·-·· ,I 
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(i = 1, k)- .,.. = means that • has values .-1, 2, 3, .•. ,··k. 1 I·· 
,,,, ... ,.,,.· 
d 
-
-· the greatest 
J1 . 
integer equal· to or less~1than d. 
= · ~he smallest integer equal to or greater ·than d~ 
k 








the number of work elem~nts in the-'--reconditioning 
task. .. .. 
,. 
~the time of the ith work element 
LI· 
. . . 




=· · · the total_ work content in the reconditioning task · · 
'(in this ca_se it is a random v!ariabl.e) 0° 
-···------ ·_ ------
. . . 
'N 




. '---····-·---------~---· .-----·-·- . 
the number of stations (hence the number of· 
pp~rators) in t_~e- reconditioning lines. 
•. j . 
.,; : ' 
. \ '' ···~----i-
. . 


















' . . .. 
--· .. '). 
· ·· task. 
-~\\-. 
..... ·. 
. '."."'a,.... . . 
·the actual production output. 'I> 
• \ • • • Iii.' . • •••• 
· the maximum production theoretically possibie ~ 
for a given number of stations. - · 
\~ . \ 
the operating. ~ycle time for·· N stations-: •. 
"', .... :.:. 
. .... 
- --- --·- ----------··-·----------------.· . ··-·····-~ ,' ' --·· -
. STN(n}- . 
,-~~-- ·· .. 
D(n) 
- f. ·. 
···. 1 
. .. -
-V·· '. , 1 
· · · = the cycle time safety factor . 
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. ~'- ,•;' ,""' _'. --- : . 
-·., 
"'"' . , 
" ' . '/ 
. :,.,,., . 
' tlie cumulative tiir(e of wo·rk element~ assigned 
toJ .. -"t:he nth·· station. 
\ 
. -J-----· --··-· 
. ' . the,total slack;' the· excess \vo.rk- capacit-y. available 
to -:thEf -assembly-. · .. 
the slack avail:f:l,e at the nth stat~on. 
·> . 
mean frequency of occurrence· of th~ .defect ; . 
requiripg repair· (perc_ents). 
:.. . ' · .. 
..• -:::=· -,_--·---.:-.-::-- ·: 
).: -... -~ 
'vari:uice · associated with t~e .· ith eTemeZ:'t~1 ti~. ' · 
. 0 ' 
I. ; 
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..... ·. ·t 
-...... " Conside,rable effort has been expended in· deriving a.solution to·. 
· the assembly lin·e balancing problem15 D The bulk of the work· has~ 
~ 
concentrated. -in solution.techniques for the deterministic m~del, 
. . 
· that ·is, the model in which thw wo·rk element times are considered 








·of the- total line balanci~g .. prQ.J)lem that is faced by .engine~rs in , · · 
.. - f 
; • c:.., • 
._.-,.-- ·----- ···--·~· .-~---···--·-- --· · .. 
. ~- ·, 
·.their· attempts to de.sign assembly lines. 
Recently, e·ffort has··sh1fted to a new·variation of·· the old pro-• 
•J··. ·r. 't"·<-· •. , .. 
blem. The revised_ model considers v~riab.le element times27 and is 
: 
-
referred to as the, pro1:>abilistic model or the variable work element -.-
.. time ·1ine b,alallc·ing .prob.iem.· · · 
. ., . - . . .. 
. Freeman and Jucke_r4 present .. '.a .. min.im~ ·set of ·decisions which 
J . ___ ,,, .................... ___ ,,., 
I' . -
must be made for the design of any assembly line • 
.0 
" 
" . 1... How are work elements io be assigned to work -stations? 
. . 
& 
·2. · ... Should provision- for. inventory between -work ·stat.ions 











3.lJ).ount of. time C (cycle t-fme), (enforce·d cycle time). 
;Ja. ' 
. . - -
b. Line ope~ated as a series queue •. -That~-~-is, wo-rk passes · 
b ( - . 
freely· from work· station to work station as··long as no 
·blocking.occurs. 
. c. Lines that· combine elements of "a" a~ti~-1b-'.f~1:such :as a .. i 
-., ' . . 
·~- . - ... 
-- ----·-- ------ ···-- ------·- - --------- ------- ----
·' 
.:·:-." .:·1~~ 
. . · . I, -·_ line with a cQnstant Speed conveyor whe.re ·worker.s are .. 
.. 
. . \ ,. 
f.ree to move back and forth along· .some ·p~rt .. i91i: of the 
. ' . 
• • 
•• •. r, •• 
·.'·· . .: ...... ; 
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line, thereby creating a variable station time with 
... ,v, 
--·--·-··--·--·-possible dependencies between stations and/or items 
(depending upon l_ine . design) • 
4. · Parallel work station(s)? · That is, it may ·be possible to 
increase output· or· reduce ·t·he ·numbe·r · o·f · work· stations re-
.... . 
"I> +1 
' qui)d on a -1ine by paralleling (duplicating) 'certain work 
. stations. 
! ,, 




). The overall objective of -line balancing is to.effect a-desired-. . 
•.\, .. -,.. 
---, . . . 
•···· 
1
• pr<>d'Qction r_~te.at .a minimum cost. Each of.the ibove·4'decisions has 
.,. ______ ;
. 
. their affect upon the. final design pf . the line and the models of ''the .·. 
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· line balancing problem make_ some of them implicltiy. . A brief di-s-"--~--:--.-.,..-...--:-'-~-
',.-, -\···. 
.-----·--·-·--· ·-~-···- _. ---. ---·,--_-·-cussion of· each model will. follow. 




·.Given: • . •, 
. : r/ 
'.''. ·~ 
------1., . . " Desire<:! cycle- tim~- .(output r~te) 
,;· '.i',,};I'/\,. . 
. _, . 
! . ·.' ... I . 
• J 
·-~ 
' --'- •, 
Y· 
. . ; j: 
.. 2.· ·work elements (constant tim@;S) . ,,.,,,._i.;.r,1,.,.1:·, .. ~~:~.:-- ' 
.. -,-
·--~--
. ' . .  ... . 
: ~· •'· . 
o· C ,, 
.. 
Objective·: . --·------i j .. 
· . 




~inimizes idle time (minimizes the n·umber of stations) subject- to -'' 
, ' . 
.. ' 1. Each work element is -assigned to a s~1:1gl~ .wo·rk station.· . fl 
., 
. 
2. _ The· precedence constraints are satisf-ied. 
j.,..: 
., - (·. 
3. The <;lesired cycle time is not exceeded. , .. · ~ 
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, tic model· and· thus decision 5 is a constant for any execution. of. the 
'j ~----
balallci~g technique when, in fact, it · shoul4 be a decision variab.le o 
- '••• - ,.r ~ • 
... 
A11 of the existing algorithms implic.itly· ma;ke ·decisions 2,3, 
. \ 
. 
and ·4. It has been shown for the·· deterministic model that buffer tr 
inventory·· will not impro.ve system performance.·. Decision ·3 is re-. . . . 
. . 
~J . . . . 
. 
. . . \\ , . 
. fl..ectetj. in the c·hoice-of cycle time c, .that .is, the· ·11ne w~ll''cycie 
-~ '. ,, . 
.· every c units of .time. The maJority of the algorithms do· not allow· 
• • -~1 
1 . 
for the· possibi1i ty of .,parallel. work stations, and .thus de.c-ision 
4 has· also been made.· L .. 
·1·, 
-
.Balancing the __ !~~~ ·to cycle times -in the neig~borhood of t.he 
de sired cyc.!~~_im~> and examining···· the cost as.sociated with . each · 
balance should· help· to decide what cycle. time is desirable. · ~ ·•· ! 
... The preceding discussion, illustrates two shortcomings of the 
, . 
.· .... _ _. .. --··--·----------- ·--determliii st ic tec~ique_s:. 
I 1.' '~. · 
. l,.. The ·model does not explic.itly help .the designer to de~ 
. 
·2. The existing algorithms for solving this probl~nt de ·. not · 
" 




~~ ., .. ,~,1. --'=-' = 
?' .. 
. I 
-(One ~own e:Xception exiSts. A private eomt(any has modi-
. ,' 
. 
. . i 9 
,: ;. • 4 
. ,_fied a. published alg9ri thm tQ perm.it para:(leling.). 
-.,-.: . - .'.;... ... . 
" . 
. - - -~-
PrC>babilistic Line Balancing Problem 
· Given: 
. . 
··-~=··I •. · :-A desired cycle· time-, (output. rate). 
2. . ·work elem~nt t.imes that are random variables with· 
known ·probabil,i,ty di~tributions. 
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,-3. Precedence .. co'nstraints on ·the ordering of the work elements. 
,":l 
Objecfive: -···- . ..r·~~- ·.· ..,.···-~-----...... - ... ~---··----.. -- ----- ···-.-·=·;r,~,--- ·-" --· ' . . 
'. 
To find an assignment of work ·elements to work stations that 
' 
. . ,:- · .. minimizes total· cost .per unit of product subject to at least the : : ,- I I . , I.',·' .- t , , , •; ,' ·I,·,. I,,•_" I !, i .. '. '. ·: I ,", '. t. I , . •} ")y . .· . 
. . ' ; "" ; . ·; ,. ", ,, ' . 
·; '('" . ,. ' . ; ' ' ._ ' . 
- following constraints: 
. . 
\ 
:.-- -·_.; ·,,_ ·. 
, . 
- ., 
1. Each- work element is .. assigned to at leas.t one work .r .. 
~----
station • 
. ~ . 
" 2.· The precedence~onstra.ints· are sa.t~sfi~d.-, 
~ ~ 
·I> . 
. . ~ - -----·---.-··,- - -- ·;--·----, __ , ... 
.. 
. 3. ·. ·The average ·output rate attained is .. at least as g:19eat as 
the desired .output• rate·. 






. _ -:._·_ .. ,r)l:: tf·,_: V 
· .. 
The variable work element· mode-1 repres~nts a more general state-t'<~ 
.. ·_ ,, '\ 
- metn of the line balancing ·problem and theref.ore should reflect £lie ·· 
.,, 
· · / ,,; ... · real world more closely than the deterministic model. 
" Since 0 the objective is to minimize total cost per unit, the 
"" 
,. d . total cost .. should ~t lea.st; co~~sider the following: . 
• ------., ....... -, •• -0 .. ---·--··----... ,--_,-.., _______ ~· - -
.. \." 
1. - . ' Direct Labor Cost.-- · < - . 
' 
',· ·. ,• . 
.. -_ .. :; 
: · <ri_ • 2~·-.:~ 'rnven·tory Charges~--
- ·-
. - . 
', 1" '.. 
. . ~ . . -~·· ·---·-···---=-;.:::.. ._ .. __ .. -~ .. - ., -
-----.-·· ----·--· ----··------.··-.... '> •• 





Facilities Costs .. 
. 
. 
·--4 .- ·.Breakdown Cost - -. _..... 
. . 
·-': ..... :·'· .. · 
:·. ., ·1"' .. , 
,, 
. '. 
. . . 
I,. . . 
. ~ . . 
·.·· 
The variable work el~ment time: model., require·s~-- a solution 
j) • 
/ 
technique which is capable _o.f simultaneously making .all ·five of' 'the 
! • . 
. J. ...... ,., . . . .. ' . . . . . ' . . ~ ·~ . 
· design <:iecisions -(stated ea~lier) using at- least ~he four co·st con- --- ·-
_s,i-derations ment·ioned above.· At -present, no sd.ch· soluti9n technique. 
Q - -------·-----
. exist5r.~~nd. the likelihood of 'the '·aevelopmeµt of such a te?,hnique ' 
' .. 
app·Eiars remote due to tne complexities of _including all ·the decisio~ 
. - . 
0. 
variables into a feasible .technique~· I···: 
·t 
! .... ' 
..... ,• 
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.. 'f .. 
. 
~ho-uld such a technique be formulated, it .will probably consist· 
. I 
; 
. ;\ /·, 
of a combination of -present da;y techniques such as . (1) a line b9.lan-
l i 
eing --alg9rithm using variable. element times and pe~itting parallel 
stations and zoning restrictions, -(2) a· simulation module to dete~-
. mine the buffer inventory requ,_irements and verify that the produc·~~ion 
. 




. --requirements are met, and (3) a cost modul'e to eyal-µate th~ varj_ollS 
,· . 
. combinations· generated by the ·p.revio:us modu'ies·. 
,, Line balancing algorithm~ generate balances in a reasoria;ble: 
, . 
.· -...... 
· .. · . 
. . 
_ _ -· . -- .. ·:·~~----~ .. ·-- -·- _ _ _ _ . . ·-- ------- ----~----'•' •·· __ ---· ~-- ~-~ ---- ~:-.·-----· _____ · __ • r · -·· ·-- ;-·- _____ '__ ____ -~--~------~-· __ cc"~~ :·· .. • :... ·; __ ~c~~c-c-'--;'---c-.-~~--




' . .. 
' ·,. ·,4', ., 
- ·~..,,t.·.-. · .. 
,. ~ . . '... ; 
t 
' ' 
necessary to inve~tigate · whether ·or not the inclusion of in-process-
inventory is beneficial would be large· and-·--time con_suming using pi,:-e- . 
- . . , .... , . 
. . . ' 
._ ·\sent simulation methods.· .Since the t·hree modules would··'"liave to . be ·., . 
• 
' 
. , - ~- -
·, '·._ .. ··. . 
. ~- . 
} . . 
. 
. .. __ .;_ 
. ·.--.. 
.. 





executed· in. series for each possible alternative _,:c,f ~cycle t·~rne, 
t{. \~ ·, .. ). 
. ''·., . ~~:'.''. ·. 
,., r- . .. . ~- . .-.. ~~- ,, 
pa~~lleling and buffer inventory, the technique would be extremely 
. time· consuming and too expensive at the present ti~e. 
--~·-.··.· .. ·_·  .. 
·. -:·: .'.-_:.' :··· . . ·.,'.: 
-1:-·· 
,----· 
Possible· Contributions to Line· Balancing Problem. ·-~ 
\.:As" the previou~
1
• section implies, the t.ask- of· establishing an! 
. -·---~-· --····· 
.· .assembly line comprising work elements with variable time,s could be·· ::,,,,,I;:. :_:, C 
):-o·.~ 
formidable since the pres~nt algorithms consider only a portio~ o:f 
. -
the overall problem. . . Line balancing ;technique_s and simulation_ pro-
ce·dures must now be used in an attempt'>· t9· ach_ieve a reasonable ltne 
design. Fre~an and Jucker4 indicat: that real ·contributions toward· 
.,/ ! ; . . 
the soluti.on of this p1~oblem· would be in. the establishment of usable 
'guidel:i.n~s. that woµl~ ,.lndicateJ: 
·,U.i~ 
.. _,,. 
1. A rea··sonable -·upper and lower bo1;1Dd on the v,alue. of- c .·(cycle 
' '· 
C 
time) which· must be considered .. 
.··..;,;· 
. . . . .. -------------·--··· ....... _______ , ..... 
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14 .. , 
'· 
' ' 
20 . Wl}.en in--p·rocess (buffer) inventory would be beneficial and· 
,. 
'" l 
where it should be locatedo 
··, 
·1 ·~ .•••.••• •.;,, 
... )c'-'"iik ,, 
. ·tt . ' '\ 
3 •. When para·11eling should be considered. 
'To the tftre·e. research a~eas .,al>ove may be added still another: 
4. When line unbalancing should be considered -~d to what 
···•1<··~-,·,·~ 
,:._ .. 
I i, degree of ·imbalance. 
The inve·stigatio~ to be repo~ted here will· consider. a variation i·."i 
of the first area of research indi¢ated above. The cycle time will 
··--····-".. 
----··-·--···---··-····---·:. ..... J ____ ... __ : •• ~ ••. •• 
._ 
·~ 
------•J,--~---~--~- - -- .. -...... ,.·•·· 
. ti. : 
---~---···"-·c·--_.__._ __ ~,-b~- COnsid~~~d~s ~ ~~~~~i~ti~~ of the mean el'ement times an~ various . ! 
factors of the. element time variance. The inclusion···of · several 
·,' "'·4._,_ .. • . . 
factors of t~e vatta.nce will be . analyzed in an at-tempt to 
)·--c· 
establish· ),. ; · 
L~~---,-~~-___..!b=.:o=-=1m~d.s __ on ·<the .variance. 
--... -.-----· - . -~--· ~---~··-···-.~-·-----·-····-·--·-·-
't--·t- ' 
,')_ 
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III PROBLEM DEFiNITION 
.. _ ........ _ 
----- T,·;;-,:111~"' • 
The reconditioning process to be dis·cu~sed and analyzed includes 
such operations as clean:1.ng, inspection,. repair, lubrication, buffing·, 
· testing, et~o· ·Due to the volume of items requi!ing reconditioning, 




linesQI The recon(iitioning p·rocess is divided into a number of small 
operations which in· turn may consist of a grouping of tasks. that· are 















.... ----~-.. ----··-··-··:"--.-··.C.--:-~:--!~-~--techriologicall)/·rel-atecf or~·",woui_d-resuit .in :un~~~s~ti~lJle ,~o-ss of .... -time . 
1-t . 
,._ 
1- . i' 
-, 
~- .. I. , 
__ . ,.-·--
. 
. . . 
·-- ---------···- --
'. o. ' 
-- . if designated as, a separat·e operaticfn_ themselves • . .. ~ . ,, 
' Since t·he proc~ss under discussion is a reconditioning ·process, · - . . 




'•' it ~s -rea-sonable. toi expect that some of the tasks included in the 
operations are not pe,rformed on e1qh ·item passing through the work · · .. ''·~~. ... • 1. ~-
stat.ions. The tasks pe,rformed may be summarized as a sequence of ' ' 
• '. 
. ---- 1· 
... 
. ·-disassemble, inspect, and repair-··procedu,rl§"·s.:· If ~he·· particula,r func- _· _· .. · 
- --. - ·---- -- --~----. -~ tion of the item being inspe_cted. does not· require repair or replace-




' · _ ~epair is not· expended and'- the next seque~ce of t-asks is performea. 
... :1 
·This characteristic;_of all.tasks-not·b'eing pe·rformed upon.each item· '\ 
·_ as it passes,.,through the line yields a w,_ique factor of- variability ... . 
. ' 
. . . / .... : .. -a.··:--··, -- : 




which __ is not e~erienced in the general·· assemb-ly. line operations after 
-
-~- .· ,.··· 
' 
. " . 
_· . ( ... 
. which ·tile·· reconditioning process is patternedo .True", -there is. a· 
- - ----- - - -- -
' 
. +---1· 
,. . p 4 . 
factor of variability present. i;n both proce.sses due to variation in· 
··worker pe_rformance, but the ·reconditioning process has the additional 1 ·······-·······1. 
d 
--
·"' .. '<· burden of .. the variation due to the inc lustoti or exclusion overcoming 
of a task or ·operation ·associated with the occurrence o·f 
1
a defect • 
. ! 
... 
, .• ,, 
. . ,'. 
·--
,· ~--' 
-<= --·.. ' 
. i' 
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··' ',/ ' . .. ~ . 16 
.f} 
Therefore, with each task there is assciciated an element time ti, as 
..J well as. a factor, f., indicating the mean freque~cy of occurrence of · . l. 
.. 
· the defecto · If f. is one hundred, the element time -is. consumed· each l. 
·time an item passes throug~ the work station to which the. operation 
I . 
I · is assigned.· Any value less th-an one hundred means- that the -time is 
. consumed only fi p~r cent·· of the -time. 
· element time. ·would therefore· be-












.. .. .. :,, ...... , I 
. i. 1,-.-
-- -.~ ~- -~-- -·-- ~ ...... _.,.. .. . ~-
· . . . · ·. E (t ~}~--:f i; ----x·--10"."~-· 1 ~-·, .. ·-··----a.,... .. , .... ·· ---------· · ..... __ - -·---- -~---·--- _-·~· ____ -_. , . -------- ·-· --- _:~- ___ .,. . .. -----.. · .· . i - i i . . . . . . 
The element times a,re actually rand~m variables approximated· by the 
no·rmal ·c1t~J;~:iJJ1.1tj.Qn~l. Howev~r-, the--elemen-t., times will be assumed . ---'~---·----··-;·--· - - - ~----- -- . -





--to· be deterministic values since ·the· object·ive is to analyze the vari-,4..., -··--·-·----· ....... -~ -----:-1------ ··-·•:--· 
) 
.ability due to the defe.ct occurr,ence· •. The distribution. of element 
.• Ji 
L .·-,,. 
. .. __ ,., .,, 




times associate~th t~e frequency dependent opeJ:"ations is not as 
- ~ 
, .. :: ·i ·. ·clearly define-d as that of· the element· times themselves. For example, 
~-- > one operation in the. thirty..;:;one element problem ·requires 6. 84 time · 
units. However, the associated. defe.c~t occur·~ only 1q pe~ c~nt of the .. 
.4\ ' l ' : . ' 
. 
. . .. ·:t ~llle, yJ.eJ.<;ting;_~.n_ __ e.xp_ec.ted value , or mean, of : 68 time units • A -~'=··,--A-.. ·:•""-• .. _,, .... ,. .:. ..... -·.·,·--· -·--•"--••••• ..... ··~~-------·~-
,,, - . 
• - _I -.• 
f 
. (.J \ 
.. g.raph of th.e "fime distribution appears in F"c':igure 1. -Th-i-s--·,ex~mple~ t 
·. definitely is· the extreme case, .. but it exemplifies the·;t:ype of ~vari-.. ·-._:_, __ ,... . 











' 6'i •.. 
I · . 
! 
... 
ability which can occur during the reco~ditioning. It is ~his ty.~:-~ .. -........-:...._..:__.:___;..;.~----:i~--












' .•; .. 
The pr,ece-denc.e charts, of· ·1:h.e two sample recongit-ioning processes 
... .... \ 
appear .. in Figures 2 and 3 o Fj.gure 2 represents a-'. thirty-one operation . · 
' I. . _ _-;,. 
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! ' I, 
·: ,·_,. 
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• prob.lem which ;.i$ a. composite of · _seventy-two tasks of which twenty- .. 
\ 
-~- ' ~ 
·-· . . six h·ave less than' one hundred per. cent frequency of occurrence. . . 
Z:.) Figure 3 depicts :thirtr-s~x operat.ions which'. are jnade up .. of ·one hun-, 
·· dred arid ten tasks of which seventy-seven are not executed on each 






A more formal statement -o.f the problem uncter discussion will novi--. ·:~-'···: ·· 
.:__ ';;Jo;... 
. ·" . _.._ ····-- ___ .,:..._ 
·"- .. 




be ·present'ed. } 
.... 
Given that a sp·ecifie.d product~~n requirement of P items per 
~/ .. '\· . 
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... •' t 
. ·~ . .' - .. . __ .,.,.~,...__ 
1 .. To .determine N, :the minimum number of work stations. 
. 'l,. 
. · .. 2. · . Taki_ng · preced.en<!e, ~estrictions. 1nto . ~ccount , ... to distribute 
tho K. work elements among the N operators ·such that the 
·' 
. { ·. ·.·.· ... -
.r~ ,. 
operating cycle time is a minimum. 
... ·-·-··--.. . -:--· 
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FIGURE Precedence Diagram ..... 
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3. The pr~~~ry objective·being that the actual rate'.PA tnust be 
at least equal· to Pp 
... 
. .. 
' The cycl~ 'time, C,. can be determined from the expression 
:(. 
,, . 
"C ·l = -
" .. 
f ' p 
where· P is.· the 'desired r-ate of p~oduction. 
·' 
The two sample problems·_ 
f "" 
' '"~ 
··. will use three hundred units per· day as the production rate 1e The 
... . ·, . 




--•··· . .-·,·1 ·-'·-·"·--·--·--"••.-·•··----·, .· .. · ... ~ -·-··.·-·----------·-···-- ··------.---
in ·a theoretica1~·cycle time of 267 ,,·tim~ .:~ __ !i_~ .. 
------·-· ··'-.-----~~-~· --·.--~-. --··-··'-·---·-~--- ---
A line. balancing algorithm will. be utilized to' as~ign operation·s 
- .. - - - -·- -- - -----i -- . . 
to work stations and simulation of the ,.resultant balance wil.l deter-
. - -- ---· .. · .. _ ·.)···;;_·"- . 
~ . . ........ 
----- -~ - --- ---<.-mine whether the· qbject i ves mentioned above __ have_ been. __ ful1il_l_e_d. 
. ·. -_ -... ·-~---~~---
. .-·· . ' ' 
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IV: ··LITERATURE . REVIEW • 
"'"'"" A literature search did not prove ·too· fruitful an- endeavora EnQ.- . ,-. · . . (·:.: . . 
merable reports discuss ~ssembly line balancing, mostly the deter-
a • t D 
, . d '16 , 7 ' 8 ' 13 ' 16 ' 18 ' 36 
... 
----·-····------- - -------=-~-c.---:-=--c--... ·-:_--------· However, rel~tively -few consider_ 
. 
_"-> 
minis 1c mo e _ 




the probabilisti~ mode123 , 2_!-~nd none. ref.er--to a model defined as 
the present problem. 






. ' ~-. >'"I' • 
A._ .:rnctde.l --similcaal!·----te-ih~~---lt~e_se.nt __ pr.o b-leJll ..... was ~--r.epo I'tedc.-by-:...--~-- --~·-~----_ _ ,.--
. 











- - -·--- - ~_______,,_ __ .....-... .. ~ 
----
/ · 34 Thomopoulos • His· model is classified as a mixed-model as'sembly 
-, : _problem which occurs when more· than one-·mode:1, of the same general 
' ,,,, .... ,., . 
··-···-,;···· 
.. 
. . ,product · are intermixed on one. assembly_ line. The amount of , work ,---.._ __ _ 
--· --
- ----'- c---~---'~-"-~ -'"--:- -'-- required to -assemble units can vary from model to_ model' creating an 
uneven flow of work- a,l'o~g ·the line. Considera,tion of an efficient 
. 
. 
mixed-mode}s.jassembly line entail~\ the solution to two "separate but "' 
-_ r~late<l prop lf;!!AS: · line balancing and mod.el sequences •. · Th~ method . .-// .-
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I. 
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! .. 
I 
i.' whole shif~ and· as._signs ·work elements to work_ stations on a shift /// 
/-
/ :~; .. ,_.,'.",; .. ~;...-,-.. ~"'-·: ., . -... basis. - The -el~ment times considered 
. basis ra~ thall a cycle-time 
; . ~ 
_: ---· in -the balancing algo,;r-ithm are _adjusted by the number of each model 
I·' 
. 'i 
--· ...... -·· which will ·be produced during the shift. ~or example, if- _3n. element ---- --=---
time were designated as ;32 minutes and a total of 20 units of the • 1 ... . . .. -·i. . 
- .... model are to be produced, the .. element · time used in t~e assig~nt o.:L. 
-
operations to work stations would be 6.4 minutes, i.~., .32 x 20 = 6.4. ""'"·, .. :·: .... 
-
- The total of ·a.11 such calculations, T,_ for the~ various operatio~s --... , .. ,.,_,. _____ .,,.. 
,.-,( 
i. yi~lds the production tim_e ____ of the. shift. This total divided by the_ 
. . . 
,.-_ .... _.· -..... 
. . ··'-.I . 
\ s-, .. , .• ,,, .... 
r-· 
.. 
·-··-. -----.-··-. ---.·_,. --. --.. -
_rs: 
.--?~-- .. ; _____ . __ ' ··-
. ,,. 
... 









" f·, .,, ~ 
" 
' during ,p time the shift per -operator which cap be devbted to the pro-
· duct ion effort, TP, yields the minimum number of operators required. 
·,~·· .... -.~ , ·-·: ,· .· , ,-· . 
. 
~-. ·.: -~~~· ----
'J;he next integer.--larger than the quotient, N .. = T/Tp, will give the 
_ required number. ..The shift cycl~--tiife is obtained by dividing the 
total production time by. the number of operators, that .. is, C · = TIN. . ..... ·-~ , 
I . ,;J • 
.- - ·-
. J 
Upon close, examination, the method discussed above is actu~lly 
-· a balance base-a upon the average t.ime of _Jill models expended at each 
-~ 
• 
.. operation. · Consequently, if models· were permitted to - start at. the 
-------:,---. ..---....:--~----.-.~-----~--:_. ___ ... ' -.---· - -
----------- -"-· ----·--
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first work, station in a random manner,_ it would Qe expected that·,· -on , 
.. the average? fifty per cent of the items would not b~ finished within 
-- the cycle time,.· causing .se·rio~s hold-ups of t-he· liJ;J.e, .especi~lly if 
~! 
......... , .. 
no buffer inventories were planned for tlle assembly. line. ·. The se-
/ quenc ing procedure- was· then d~veloped to provide more ef-ficient · ~ . 
__ ..... ---op~ra t ion of the lirie • Seq~enc ing · proved ben~fici.a}: _J~.n_d · was appli-
.-
. ~. 
- ... - . . . . . 
. " . . 
' 11 ~ . ' 
cable since the number of each model __ to be prod.uced was, know11. The 
~-
. ·r.econditioning -process is. similar -to tthei mixed--tno'defl assembly problem fl''. 
' in th-at the various -combinations of defec·t s could be enumerated and 
·. considered as separate models of the same general:,. product.~ However, 
it is not p_9·ssible to identify __ before the reconditioning process 
' 
........ ' 
st~rt~ which items would fall- into the model classifications enumerat-ed. 
There£ore, it· is not possible .to sequence the items in s~ a way as 
: ... to- realize more efficient operation of tbe line, which wo\i-J result · 
q 
, if the work· content of each item w_ere ~own·.···i)' 
. ,:,, 
,.-,,. . 
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. · Variable Tim~ El-ement Line ·Balancing ·Algorithm 
. . 
-Several sources make reference to line }?~!~~<!_:i..ng _involving ___ va.ri- · "' 
, 
. ,, l - . 27 23 15, 12 d 26 . . 'd · l able e ement times ' '· o . Only _Moo ie prov1. es an actua line -- -- ·· 
C> balancing algorithm which can be· readily adapted to the reconditioning 
· pr,oblemo The: FORTRAN· program 11sting of the balancing algo)rithm was 
,-· 
· included as -an appendix in the above reference. The algorithm as .... ! \ 
.. 
sumes ·that element times can be approxi~ated by the normal ·distribution -· 
' '--....... . 
.. 
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if X, arid Y are both n·ormal ,·. the·,·:distributions of· the sum X + Y is 
also normal. If an assumption of statistical ·independence between 
- . (:I' 
work elements is incorporated· into the: analysis, it is easy :to include. · 
. --: iu-w:,'<·,. 
element variance. in the line. balancing ·procedure. . Researcn~-b,- ~ ·--· · 
, ! '' 
Walker37. indicates that an assumption of independence is not Without 
D ~> 
1 . 
( . some· foundation.· Considering Figure 4,. it can_ be seen that, i.f the 
-~~--·-...... 
,.., ' 
line··is balanced'4;o the mean of the element·times, thi/·cycle time ,-··:·· ··. 
o·ver the. long r~ will ·be .. exceeded fifty per· cent of the ·time. 
·.. ..·· ['~ 
1 When both elemental-. time aver.f3.ges and time variances are in-
• ~·:····:?:· 
tJ 




est~blis.hed fo~ the completion Qf ~ssigned wo.rk ai-·~;~h work st~ati.on~·, '' 
· · · · The allowance provided to the· operator, th·a·t is, . the difference be- · 
' ·-:.. . 
tween total_ assigne<f'time and cycle !ime ,. is dependent. upon the __ - sunt -· 
of the variances for the parttctil~r tasks assigned-to-a.~ op~rator •. ·_· . 
. The criterion of· optimizat-i.on-c-'~-G=r. an assumption of variab,le ele-
• . <> ' 
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. where N is the·number of work,
0
.stations,, i is an element of station K, ;/ :. { 
and \'., . i;:-·;Y is a constant m~ltiplier··to the -standard devtation calculat~on 





1 \ . 
. 1: -
. · . 
:;- ) 
' 
. />i ·. ~'J: Vi (K) • For the work statioD. time, STN, to exceed C approxi-
_mately fifteen per cent of the time, a. = 1 g The value of cm. can -be 








see that the work station time may be defined as follows: 
1-q. •' . - " STN = E -ti + a. 
i K 
:E~ V. (K) 
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._. •I. • 
/ ,· -. 
\ 
.... 1,, 
-,_.·'·Hence·;· if the engineer wante~~t-o a~ure with·-97.5-per cent confidence 
,- .,. 
,·/,t~-.. <~~~L-~,.-_ ., • · ------that all work ~ssigned to t'h~ _wo':tk:'·,stations would -be completed within 
. . ---- -__ -------. -- / .J -~ 
_ ... _ ~ 
,_, 
the cycle time prov·ided, . a would equal two. -Figure 5 shows~ .. ,t:l}e., .. . 
- - -~ \ -
r·- a ..... -. 
relationship .. between. th·e-~--cycie· ·t-ime C and-0-~He mean o.f the ·total - ,, 
' - - -· 
. .. ' . . . 
,· .. -f • I 
, ·. -~. : . . .}! ...• 
,.. •. '!'. ~- .... 
. 
- . station time µ, • • - For some w9rk_ stations on the line, the sum of -1 ~ ,. : t• ' - : 
. . . . 
- - ' ' l •• - .. , 
. •, 





. :, ··:~¢~.s ·would .. be smaller. The -line balancing ·techniqµe. att~_Illpt~~to 
., . j' .r • " 
·-----,,....':,'Jc / . -
~-. 
- ··-·-·,;.-• 




~ . ~ . 
and·\ 'sma.11 varianee tasks,_ so that both the average time .summations -
- s 
· and the variance summations are nearly .as equal as possible for all 
----..!..-· 
.--· I 
work stations. · -
··, 
,:···· ·- "' 
'" 
. 
- - - - - , l ---- - -
. 
_ Moodie' s 1ine balancing technique has been chosen as the al- _ 












. go.ri thm to balance· tlie sample problems mentioned earlier. By -vacyi:ng . 
I -
the -- a factor -from O to l and 2 and f inal_iy 3, ·the J..ine can be 
- .\ 
balanced from using -strictly average eleme·nta1'" 'time·· values to the -
,. 
,. 
--extreme case which considers almost the_·_~µtire varianc~o j_'' 
: .. fr ) -- ,· 
l 
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-- V ·THE MODELS STUDIED 
The el~menta·1· time variability _due to. the def_ect occurrence rate -
-:,. 
is of ·:Prime concern in the design of the re~on~i tionirig . line o This. 
. 
...~"'t .. variability may be investigated from three viewpoints, namely, total 
j~b variance, incl'ividual work station· variance, and operation._;,vari-
·anceo 
.. · Jo·b Variance Model 
,,,r ~:i 1. 
~) -
-,element times in ·the balance~··. 'I'he total' time·, to· 'ireconditi:6ri an 
,l, 
·• - ~ • 
"' 
. " " 
,. 




. item is the accumulation. oi _ _t_he __ eiementa-1--~t-ime-s-:-eon,sumed at--thEr- . -- · -- - -___ - -----~----------·"::--·- ·-· 
. 
. --·;··'-----.:_ ____________ ...:......, ___________ -~--•. ......:__~,----------:---
-- ~ 
--
..P •. • . • . ~ . ' 
I . ':'1,,-1.·~ ;•'· ; 
- ~- - ~------ -- =- ..... . various work stations. Since all operations are not performed on 
. ,_,'(; ····} .· 
. . {", 
-
each item, the total: JC?b time may be considered as a ran_99m va~iable. 
' 
with its associated mean completion time and variance. The 
•' -~ 
. 




,, ' variance ·model ·Will ·consider -the job time mean and .various ,'factors 
. * ~ · · of the job ti:me0-.v-ariance. • _ A random sample of ten thousand recon-
. -. '/'ff ditioning j'obs- based upon the average-;!requency ·of defect occurrence - · f ,· '_.t l ,, • • 
., 
. ... . -
' resulted in the total job time histog~ams:_.of_Figures 6 and·7. \ 




__ The initial model will c~µ._sider the mean job time with no va~i~ " . -
. --~··· ····- . 
- - -" •·"-----·-ance. The chosen productiQn .. rate of .three hundred units. yields a 
-
cycle time of 267. The quo1:fent" °--~ total mean -job · ti~e over· ~ycle 
,: 
time (rounded to the nexp---µighest i.nteger) · ·will give -the minimum num= - - .... _:4:.,_.>._,'__~,.:;~----~ _,\., - ' 
her ?f, work stations required for t~e· desired cycl.: time •. The b\ance 
-generated. by using the average joo time· should result. in -the wc;>rk 
· stations exceeding the cycle time 50 per cent of the time: (mean 
-· - 6 
. ·.1 .... -... 
~ ' ...... 
. .,_ I 
, ..... .:..... ... -·· 
!~-~!' r....t'J ....... ~=-:-i-cJ" ' • ,, 
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elemental times are used in the balance). 
Model J2. c;, • - -~-, .• 
The second model will include one standard deviation .with· the· 
job mean, ioe., job time = µ + a.. The sum of job mean time plus 
. 
. 
~ one standard deviation divided by the theoretical cycle time of 26.7 -
- .. ,.. ' 
wi~l proyide the --number·:·of stations required :to supp~rt the desired~ ... ',,,,,.,_,.,.,,,i 
.. , ~-
- cycle ,time. This. number divided into the mean job time provides 
r'.:l . , 
:' .·\.· ,. 
• I 
. . . . . I 
. ;,·1 
' ~-: 
.. , . I 
!_ .......  , ·.· 
. ' · 1 
the cycle- time to ,Which the mean element tiJ!j~ __ S __ ~must _____ b_e _balanced.-----:··---':----_----~~-;:-~-,---~:-'---:~-----~: f-- ------·, _· ·------···" ··-·'. ··-·-- -- ----·-- ... --~-:_:_ __ .. :. -- ·- --------~------------.~--·-· - -- ----------c-~~-.-:--_ .. ----. ~-- ------~ ___ .:_ _____ ;-.-~---~-. ---=-~;~-,---·-------------,{ ·- . -
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, .. •; 
· The third;-inodel ,is··tlie same as Model· __ J_~ in~all respe~ts except 
.• _.· t 
. . 
. that a multiple of_ two is included ·~or, the -.. variance ~ac·tor, i.e., job 
- - -- -- -- -
-_.:-::: __ - --
.. • 
1 
• time = µ + 2" •.. The desired cycfle time is ·c_alculated. as in Model _J2 •. 
Model J4 A 
-··--··-- r· -.. · .. 
The final model fo~lows directly f~om its predecessors,., and a . 
2 .,\ 
', ·multiple·· of three is used for the account_ing of .the variance, · i.e. , _. ~ t. ' 
,-.. ~-~~ 
job time = µ. + 3 a ~ 
,_ 
.;···.'"'' . ..,_ Each_· of ·the two sample problems ·will be b'alanced to the cycle .. ) ·, 
.- -~- ____ , 
time -determine~ -for ,each of .. the Models 'Jl'-through_ J4. The models --
take progressively larger account of the job time variance. - The r\ . 
.. .. ,---
. . . {) ' . 
' . . . 
. 
. ~ 
... ... . . . 
. . . . . 
. . 
. - -- -
. 
. . -., ': \~: '.;: balance·~- generate_d by·'e~ch of tiles~ .cycle· tim,es wtll- subseque11tly_._.~e 
· simulated using ~aJldomly generated reconditiSning .jobs .. Figure~ /-,,, . 
-·-·---• .. -~ • .. I/ :I • 
_'.. ( 











· -·-· ~ and 9 show the station and cycle time calculations for the two sample_ 
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Work Station Variance Model· (j . 
-.. •• - , II 
~- . 
The time· variance associated with· the operations assign~d to a· 
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Model_J2: Job ( .. µ, ~ + " 
Nwnber_ of :stations -
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Model· Jl: Job Time ·- ayerage. 
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Number of .,stations N 
Time C 
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'. particular· .work station may be accumulated to yield the variance of 
J 
the work station time · (asswning. statistic.al indep/iide:Q.ce 'between . ' 
' 
·, ?/ ' '. 
operations) ·o. Balances which' result from using only ·th~ element mean 
·, 
' 
- \ times will therefor~ yield work stations With different ranges of 
variance. (See Figure 10.) The use .of only mean times ·cannot ef-:-~ 
· fectively smooth the variance among the work st·ations. · Even the in-
. clusion of various a. factors of· the standard deviation will not· ' . 
riormally result in an equitable distribution Of· tlb variances .of the 
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work stations. A .. portion of the vari~bi.lity will be taken into ac-
count but there is no guarantee· that. the variances of the .work ·sta-
.. 
· · · tions will be even closely aligned. 
. : .• . ., ,; .. 
" ' . Hence the model' whie-h·-,would .. conside:r ·only· wor~ statioR variance\',. 1-,} .- r. ;v ' . 
. will be aqandoned in favor of ~.oP~;;tI~n ti'.t mode1·whi(,!h.will 
.-- .• / 
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various work stations. · I 
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T-• l· The operation ti19e. model will consider. t·he "tnean operation. time 
-
· and the operation variance, that is, both the. mean and variance. of : \·'\ ' - '·\\<tf ~. -.. ·,<: ' . '. 
. .. - ~ : the element .. times will be included' irt the attenipt~ to iralance the 
__ _:....-·· Model OPl 
----------~ 
·---·-----.--------
. This model will include one standard deviation plus t_he mean 
-------; . 
-----------·-· 
operation time, .1.:.e~ ;, operation time =. - µ, + ii . · The ope:,rationS· as- : • : ' .-=:., -~· 
' .. signed to' any work station wil.1 result in a balance where the accumu-~ 
. , . lat ion of mean element t-imes and o .. ne stan-dard deviation of· their : ·· 
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Work S~ation 





'..c'o. , . 
. !. 
variance will be equal /·fo or less·· than the theoretical cycle time~ 
Model OP2 
• ~ 
• I This model is an extension ·of Model OPl and will include two 
. 
. 
standard deviations of the elemental t1ime variances of the operations. 
,. As was indicated earlier, more and more of the variance is being 
considered in the balance. 
-Model OP3 
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· · tion time = ,.,., + 3 <T~. I:f the operation times were nonnally d;i.stri-
buted random variab~es, the consideration of. three. standard devi-
.,, ... 
·ations would include almost the entire varianc.e. and the probability . 
• 
· of exceeding -the balance cycle time would be ·less than .0014. · ,, --. "'.i-- ,. , 
· The line balanci.ng· program ·will attempi: to smooth the w9rk , D•\\,, ' ·"'.. :,: 
'lf". 
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'program will a·ssign. the: operatiotfs to the work stations .. using. the. 
"largest candidate" rule and then i>hase two"'~ the program will 
at.tempt· .to shift ope\atif:?DS to. achieve a better distribution "of vari--.. ---"•~·"•'f'. ,4" ·~, 
· ance a~ong the stations. Thus the objective·s stated· in. the discarded· 
work station variance"'11todel are inherent in the operation variance 
• 
· model given. ~urther· credib.ili.ty to the decision to ·ignore the work ... --- - · 
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~ Determination of Total Job Time and' Operation .Time Variance 
~ • 
• ',"!. Since the variance of total job time and. operation 1;iJl!e have a 
'•' 
vital role in the investigation being conducted.9 the variance· for the . "' 
-respective elements had to be estimated. The distributions of the 
' ' 
. <,.) 
. . . various task times are really discrete, .in, the sense that the value,. .. 
",--·-··•\i.;;;·-····· 
-··· 
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---~-;!--' .........-,--~~--. -----a-·-p-revious examplel· we saw ~hat an op~ration required zer9 ,\time or 
.. 
. ' 
- --··-·-· ,_. -·-r-·.-··· - ·-------·~. -~ . 
, 
6. 84 -time uni ts depending upon whether· the defect· occurred or not. • 
, 
--,~~: ___ : __ :~--~--------~-A---eombina-tion of· seve·ral tasks of this type 1_plus the compulsory in-:;.::::,.~ •. --=---·. ~;,~- 't_, . ~ 
. . 




spection tasks yield an· operation time. which could only be defined by 
" 
complete enumeration· of all possible- discrete values of time that 
.. . could, be con~~- TP,is would i'nvolve 'evaluating from one tO one 
hundred'and seventy-five combinations in the present problems. \ .. A FORTRAN program was written ta expedite the determination of 
!--• .. ' 
the job and ope'rat ion _time variance; A list·i,ng of t\}e program. appea_rs . 
,. 
... .,-.··,· ----i. 
• 
. , . 
in· Appendix A. The program utilizes a random number generator, P,ro--
·~ ~ vided as IBM Software, to sample the occurre!lce of def-ec·ts i.n· det.er-
4J. mining t_he variance. The random number~outine generates· a decimal r-~ ~""--
number between 0.0 and· l!O. If the random number generated is less 
than· or equal to the frequenc~ of occurrence f actc;,r; the defect is 
. ~--
·:· ':-:--·"c: . .-
.. 
- . i;: ' ' ~ .,_ 
---"-
,.:,.' .. .. . -
·- . 
. ' .. 
. 
- l. _·. 1;. 
.- '__/ l,.:J 
,., 
I> 
considered a~ part of the sample. . If_ the ··number is greater than the \ 
I 
· frequency factor, the elemental time ~_f,,Sociated· with the _ repair - of . ·- ' 
., l 
• 
the defect· is not included in the sample._·. Tables 1 and. 2 list the 
. ._ operation· means and variances ·for t'he individual operation times as -
) 
" . 
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-· --····· --- .. well as the total job mean and variancee · As can be noted, several of 
the variances are quite large due to the range o:f associated time 
value.a, i.ncluded in the operation. 
.. 
J 
Line Balance Technique 
-'O 
::,,,•. 




-- derive the balances __ ,for the various cycle times calcu·lated earlier. 
• l Moodie' s technique .. was chosen since it provided the means whereby the -
- . - ' . 
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- . - - ' _____ :_ _____ --- - ·-
-:;,·-:;-------- - · • ._- ______ -_- -_____ variance- of--the oper-a-t-ions---cou-1-d---_be-~i,nt-r~duced-"i~to---~ne-··operat-fon--t~fme------c- ·-;- _ : --- J-
~ . . 
. ·: b'. ' 
I --
, .•. i-. 
. __ _.... __ ~--- ------~-·- ·-- -··- - ··---:·---;. 
models o The FORTRAN program was easily modified to enable it to run -
I • ' 
on an IBM/360 model 50. 




-, . ~ 
·;;-, 
- --• ' 'largest candidate" rule., that ~s, th~ operation possessing-- the larges·t 
element time is chQ,~en' first as -the logical. assignment to the part:lcu-
.. 
. -
- . lar work station (precedent constraints pennitting)o ·A new station 
is -added if all~: the 'operations-· le:fet to be assigned exceed the···time -- . ----·------ --- - -
--- ·_ remaini-~g _to be assigned at_ the work station under c9nside-ration. 
- ' ..... 
- ' 
• T 
The p·rocedure is_ repeated until all operations have been assigned to , 
one' of the W<i'rk station.s.~-~Tfi;:~::i1.go;·:i.t~~ then attempts. to shift opera-
, 
tions among the work- stations .in an a.ttem.pt to smooth the slack· (delay) --o; ,-\1"<' 
~-. 
time present at the variaus stations. - Delay time_ is_ the difference_ 
'-
d \ .·. 
. ) f.,. 
----- s-•·---· __ ,_, .... ::-----·-,·-
., j .... 
~ between the cycle t.ime and the eumulati ve element times at any work 
station. 'The .program tenninates when ·the balance can no- _longer be 
a-
-improved by· switching oper~tion assignments. -(See_Appendix B ~for _the - . - ,_-
--- -~~-- --~-:~k~~t:--=:...,...-_ -·· ..... ~ 
.~_ 
-program listing.) : ___ _ 
, ' 
. ··:· . 
. r .. 
,.... -.. \ 
~-
.~J·, ,.._,,,, • 
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Initially, the two sample problems will be balanced to the· number 
of stations_ suggested by the calculations appe~ring in, Figures 8 and 9o 
This will 'give the balances for the job time· modelso Then the elements 
will _be _ balanced anew by introducing th.e theoretic·al cycle time of .i267 
and .various factors of the variance.. This will give the balances for~· 
I 
· the operation time mode.ls. 
. ·--r 
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-· •,. .. 
• > 
"(-
., f of furnishing all the information necessary to evaluate th~ resulting·· 
,1' /l \; 
· ·· line balanG~S, simu·lation must be employed. The·re are several avenuf3S 
· which may be taken i:nthis respect;_"namely, -write-~a sini:Q.+~tton.program t:r•"'.· ,-.,., ~ -,,.-.!. '_. .;,_ '· , . , · .. "' <: ,.·; .. ~ .. -~ '· ;_ , ."' .. -. , . 
,, 
in a language su,ch as FORTRAN or use a specially· designed simulation 
language such as the "~neral Purp0se Simulation Systeni" (GPSS) pro-• ---i.r 
videdby ~BM. Since the modei..would,require frequent.changes due to. 
.the different balances that would be generated, GPSS· wa~ selected due 
to· the ease in modifying a11;d adding ~-rk:. stations with minimal pro- ~i . 
.· -',":--, -. 
. , 





~ ... ,,, .... ~ ' 
. .,. gramming effort r;~quired. In addition, GPs·s either aut·omatically or ,· ~~-
I 
, I 
: wi·th little' progranuning effort accumulates ma.ny of ·-·tJJ.~ stati.stics . ~ 
whi.ch are required for further analy"'sis ·and comparison. ·of, balances.".····. 
An example of · a GPSS program appears · in Appendix C. 
l· 
As each new line. setup is generated by the line balance program, .. 1/)._. 
·a.simulation is run using randomly gen~rated reconditioning jobs. . . 
. . . . . ~ 
-
Even though the line .balancing procedure --gen~:rates ~ what ap!ears to • 1·' 
be a reasonable balance, only actual simulation of the line structure 
' . 
will give an indication as to whether the production rate is actually . -·-,,,,.,, .. ,I C) 
. ,'. 
"' 
• J ._L--:,,.- .R 
''""") .· 
I . 
:· .-,, ,, 
'11••.•·1~ 
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.. achieved. It could be that ·the · range of· values about. the mean of an · 
operation is so large as to disrupt the ·line organization even with .... ~._-"·" 
-' ~ _ ,, ,Operation varia~ taken into account •. Further statisti,~s as to queue 
. '-.. 
~\14 
. -··-··· ' ' '/ '' ' 
' . .. ' . ' 
' 
. ' 
length and job transit time of\._ each recon.di t·ioning job are also tabu-
' ~· 
,. 
" lated~ Queue length provides an estimate( of the storage that would 
be required in the' case wliere 'crcle ~im_e was; 'eice~d~~d._duri~~ii.:•~,Ilrt~i; ' 
. . .' 
·-. 
- " 
. :- ·::,,·'. 
.-. ~ 
i. ·:-;·, .. 
. 
·41"~ ..... operation.·, Job transit time reflects-the total time a ... job has~been· 
. '. ', pt 
- - --------.. -~-- ----
.~~··· 
.---~---i-n-·-the-sys·t-em_;_:_ That is, ··tra·nsit time ~is an accumulation-of the time 
'b 
' .... ' 
,\ 
\ .;( ~ ' . 
.. .,,.. 
' - • 
<> 
· .. ·"'-. 
.•.• , ~ ' , . . ' 
. ., . ------·-----· __ .- --~1::s:;c:_-.:~·-·---· -"t'-.- ... ~ 
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sum~-~- -~1= . ~b.~ vari OU:S ·opera.ti ons . . ··" . ·- .. -- . .. ~ 
The simulation ·model is that of-;-·a: __ series queueing.· S'ituat-ion where · 
t:qe work stations are ar·ranged in a s·erfes-~-a-nd---all reconditioning 
··-··. jobs pro~ress from the. first work station tbrough all otner stations 
in the same first-come-first ~erved · pr~iority seqqence (~ee Figµre 11) .. · 
The .queue in front o_f · the ·firs~ work ~tation iS designed so that there 
is al~ays work waiting to be processed, that is, the facility utiliza-
tion of station one is. defined to be one hundred per~ent. The queues 
-- -------,·-- - ' 
.. 
of the subsequent stations have ·no restrictions since initially the 
J 
criteria of meeting-·the required prodµction.rate -is of prime ~onside111-
· -· tlon;. If the requi'red pr?duction: rate ..... i..s realiz·ed·, · then further inves.;. ,,"::;: 
~ 
,j 
tigation considers the maximum and aven;ige queu-e size 'experienced at 
' '. 
.. 
- ~-·----·-----~-- -- --------. - - .-· 
------- -- -- --~--
- --;. ' ' - '. each -station. 
. ~ 
. ' 
The- estimated·-- storage required to accommodat~ the~ jol;>s. · , .... - __ _ 
' . 
· .which must·.be deferred due to jobs whi.ch require. timec in· excess of - - .,. "'',"·· ~- . ., .... -·- ·-- ·; . 
the planned cycle . time may disqualify a . particular balance even though.·· · 
· the production rate ;criteria is satisfied:· Thus, qu~ue '-size is a / 
> ··-:---
I'. 
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~o.st of pro.viding the off-line storage~·. : 
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· .. · r(, 1) .Simulation Input Generation 
. ·'../ .  
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.,., ' . 
' ~ -the generation of jobs ·:to. "be processed ·and the distribution of service 
. . ---· 
times a These functions are described ·1.n the form· of a discrete cuni.u-
.tl' ·-·. ' . lative di.stribution curvea Even with this flexibility, .it was not. • _?_ \ / 
" . deemed :feasible to utilize this f·ac·et of GPSS, sj_nce the operations 
r 
· .. > 
. 
. ).. . ' 
') . "' ,., 
,. 
at. eEJ,c];l work station· could. chan·ge i at each new balance generated. As 
the. components of the stations changed.,' tpe. cumulative distribution 
-------~---·-.-·-· 
·:: . ~:_~· . . 
, J r 
. , 
- .. : 
. . . 
cui-ve would have. ~o be estiinated anew and in~rodticed into the ~ ... :-" ,· .. ! ) 
latoro Subsequently, a FORTRAN program was written, to facilitate the 
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serve a: constants in the P!X)gram./~ VariEi.bleS ,i~volv~ ihe number 
of work stations and their assigl}ed operations. A sampling technique. 
/ " . 
/ 
/ 
. . - / 
identical to. the one describe,d in first part of this section is used 
.. //. 
_/ 
to generate reconditioning" jobs for the simulafi>r. ---This program con-
. ..,, / . 
. / 
/ , 




peated Simulations/are realized with jobs generated with different 
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VII O RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE INVESTIGATION 
. (> .. 
The di"scussion of· the results will be separated into individual 
I_. 1,_;· comments pertaining to each of the two sample problems analyzedo 
, . 
,Furth·e·r subdivision will include the line qalances generated and the 
. ....... ~ '""''"' .. 
simulation results (Figures 12 through.26)G_ Each of the models 
't':, mumerated in ·the previous ·chapter. will be discussed individually in · 
the above forniat. 
, .. ,-} 
- -------
----'--· .- - ·.. . . . -·-
~--Tlil-rt y-one~--Eleme-ri t Probl~m -
Job Variance·· Models 
Model Jl 
.. ~. ---· .. 
~.- . 
,', 
·tion times (Figure 12) yields a very close bal'a'rice to the. cycle. time 
.. introduced into the ~alan·ce program. No ·individual operation times 
. , .•.. ·-· 
· --.-~·~=~,· .-=~-~·-.=6xceed., .. the · desfred cycle· time and the precedent constraints ,,permit an · /. . 
efficient assig~ent. of ~perti~ons to work st_ations. 
·. , The simulation outputs"' indicate that the utilization· :of the work 
" 
"· 
' ' , . 
_.....::...~i:1 -
. stations ·is quite high ranging from 1.0 for the first station' to 0.983. 
I ~ l 
' for station· number four.· Due -to the fa-ct that average tfme values 




·expected. Also the ·queues in froiit- of. each work station tend to be 
· quite · large ·and are increasing. ln· fact, the system had not ,reached 
stea<:Iy state conditions -after processing the_equivalent of fifteen 
' working days of ·reconditioning jo~s • The effect i's the result. of the · · 
" -·· -~ 
.. 
. ,; . 
.:... .. 
: -1 . 
. ' \· · .. , . .- . . l'· . 
~ . . . _.· . ' 




type of distributi,Qns associated with the ·tasks making up the operations. 
··-\··· '· . 
·, 
The example given in Chapter 3 is typical of the 'repair e-lem~nt times 
. ·" .. 
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45 \ .. ·· 
( 
! 
· and sho,vs that the· range from the average time to -the element time 
value.needed to repair the job constitutes quite a disruptive effect 
~ 
. .~ -when_ the defect. is encountered. The balance using only average time 
n .. values does not ~dequately solve the engineers line desi.gn probl~ms -- . 




. ~ The desired production rate of 300 units per day o:r 37 .5 units . .,. 
• .i 
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resul.ts of -the four station line. This failure to meet minimum p~o-
./-
--~auction- requirements plus the .. ever increas1ng queues preceding the 
"' 
·. work stations disqualify this model as a possib.le· solution 'to the 
• 
-
• ••• • 
' 
• (! 
line balancing problem •. 
Model J2 
: -, G" 
" . .. 
This model which include·d one standard deviation of ·total- job 
--
time· into the determination' of the numbe;r of stations desired for 
.. 11 

















. •.· --_,~t? l,. :,' 
; · th~ 1·calculated cycle t-imes. Iii fact the 'same problem plagued· sub~, 
--sequent balances of both the job t-ime va0riance and operation time . (it ' ' . • .. -- --~,·:··· . '. 
. -·-- .~ .' . ·,· .. ·-~ - ' -
variance models of sample problem .. number one. Operation thirty-one's 
---·- . 
. ' average time exceeded . the cycle time 9-pecif i,eq for the balance of 
--.--··---•,· ---- ---·--····· -· ··----
all models except Model Jl. In- -addition,,, the· operation· could not be ·--
- - -·-·---- - ... · <le.· .... 
. , partitioned to reduce the op.eration time within the· desired cycle 
. . 
t.ime li1:J1its. The operation was_ -subsequentrly ignored "in the remaini~ 
,: ,,.., .... • ·1-••• .: 
' : ·:,-
- ·, 
. . ' 
)• . t, 



















·- ·-,'---~ ..... ~ ... c-7·.··-·-
,. 
' 
bal.ances attempted and simply added as another station once the 
•. ,1 balances had been generated for the other operations of the proble~G 
The same operation subsequently introduced problems when it came · 
- time to simulate the performance of the lineo . If the operation was 
-





- would cause a bottleneck a,tid effectively blow up the simulation 
r 






. -···--·-·--'c~---· .'·--. ------>~---~·,-'"--Jobs_ •. ____ .. To ... al.levia-te-thi-s----pr-oblem-, the----work· -stat-i·on-~,was·def ine-d 
I , as r · · -··· · · ~- · ············. i 
. " . 
, . .'J. 
a pa;rallel facility, tha! is, .a work. station manned b·y two operat,ions i 
.L 
., 
performing the same.task, hereafter referred to as a storage facility. 
The incluS1on of the storage as t:he last operation effectively . 
n,,.c ""-· 
,.. 
.resulted in one more work- statio_n than was indicated by the calcula- ·· 





.. P· .. • .. 
; 
Iii . ' Figure 13. · The ·first four stations _plus· the two resulting from the -
___ .. : ....• ~.:::-: ... ,,v.1, storage assigned as the last station met the design requirements. 
• 
< 
The simulation results indicated an average production rate of 
... 
· .47. 3 unit~ per ho_1J,r with av~rage facility utilization in excess of . ..,-
. 
. . . 
. 
. . ' ~ 
0.98 for ·all work stations and Oo62 f~r· the parallel facility. This-------~--·:•·· 
model appears to-satisfy· the-design criteria of production rate, 
- -- . &"· . . 
. . 
.. however, the queues· bef'_~te e~ch. work station are qui~e- large (see 
Figure 13). :' Such q~eue sizes: nonnally. could not be supported by 
- J," .. , 
···-~ .. •~c., ....... --
\ 
. 
·- ' assembly~_.line m~nufacturing of •'the ~tems in question and blocking "m=•-. 




bl_ocking effect would, prevent an operator· from passing a job to the-;:._ 
-
~-next operator if. the queue before the next operator '.s work posi'tion 
. / 
: ·- ., 
·------~-- .. ·,. ", .. _ ......... . ,·. . . . -- ; 
- . ~ ·- ·-~-. ----,-, .. -;~- .... '' . - .. -..... -. ' 
. . ' ' 
,: ..... ,-~ 
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Operations A~sitned 






Avg·. Size "A - M s· -_ vg. ax_._ ize 
00 00 1 
27.1 77.3 2 
' 
.46~6 ~ 93.0 3 
150.6 333.7 r- ·4 
·-0.15 4.3 -5 . ~: .... 
,0 
.. ~. 
47. 3 -uni"ts· pe'r ·hour __  
.. 
Average Production Rate= 
Standard-Deviation 4 •. 9 2 











Avg. Station Time 
197 o.2 
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48 
· · exceeded a spe-cified number o The queue size is a design decision 
. 
. 
. " variable whi-ch . unique to the item being manufactured and is d~ter-
l.S 
,¢~ ~ mined by the feasibility· of providing the necessary storage to limit 
blocking o - · As such it. is a question whi_cl)_Jnu_st be considered oqce a 
_., .... -, -- - , 
balance has been generated which satisfies the.design criteria and· 
consequently exceeds the limits of the p.resent research endeavor 











---~----. ·-·:-. -·---- --
--~--
- --------- --- ~-,-
-------
~~.--.. _. ~----oper~t:fon th:frty-011e further. cauae,d the .-balances of Models., - . · . / ::. 
.... , 
·· J3 and J4. to be modified from a strictly _cycle· time basis to a . :"' 
. 
. \ . 
... 
, ... ., number of ·. stations basis O Therefore, the remaining balances were ·~. ·. 
performed with the intent of-achi·eving · a balance to a specif-i"e num-ber =~' 
, , · of stations· indicated by the same calculations used to determine cycle -
- time (Figure 8). · 
. Model J3 
1.· 
L. ~"'c. --~-· •... 
The seven station: balanGe d~:picted· in Figure 1·4 resulted in an · 
.···average produ.ction•rate of 6o.5···units per hour. and average·queue 
. -:· 
·sizes ranging from 0.19 to. 48.4 units·. The simulations indicate 
• r··· 
. ~y,...e.:~--- _;-;-_:--· ·- ----~--- -·· . ~~ 
.. ·· that·~ the work station utiliza~ion is high with the lowest average-. 
value being" 0.970 and 00800 for the storage.. As for the previou~ . 
. . 
. ·models discus_sed,i the. queues. before each work station .are above 
r~asonable limits. 
. -·. 
. ... --· ·~~-... - . 
' ; 
-·--··· .... 
· Moda1 J4 __ , .... · ·/ . 
·.·;.··· .. 









• • As would be expected when more w.ork stations are added to the · ~' "' ' . . . . . ' . 
line, the production \rate has increased' ea.ch time an additiona,l 
station has been added ·to the line balance. ,,.The current model 
··--·"';"' 
,· 
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FIGURE 14. MODEL J3: BALANCE AND SIMUIATION RESULTS 
. · 31 ELEMENTS ;., 
Model J3 - 7 Stations.~· 
~ . ' 
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13 __ ~_ ~'7, 29, 30 _ 
31 
. --· .-- ----~-----.. -~-- . -
.. '·.1---
Queue , Avg. Size · Avg •. ~ax. Size · Facility Avg.· Utili'zati.on' 
1 -- 00 00 l. 
2 20.0 47.7 .. l' 2 
3 48.4 95.0 3 ._, 
4 47 5. . . 127.0 4 
5 34 0 2 96.0 5 • s· 0.19 3.-7 _, 6. 
,-,. 
. 
- - ,. Average Production Rate = 60. 5- uni ts. per hour· 
( Standard Devi at ion = ---,i. os-
Average Time in System= 25116 
' 
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(Figu:re 15) exhibits an av_erage production rate of 72o2 units per 
hour which is slightly under double the design criteriao · Work 
station utilization is quite good· ranging frorrn 095.5 to 09990 As. for 
previous models· u~ing · average ·time values 1 the queue sizes are large 
and would be reduced by limiting the in-process storages with a~-~ . 
···----
. .. . 
accompanying reduction in work· station utilizationo 
.•. 
In general, the thirty-one element·problem was difficult to 





- -,.If --·--·--- --------------
- ... 
-~analyze clue to the rest.riction imposed by the operati·on whose execu-
tion time exceed_ed -cycle time in all job time variance models except 





··- ···o:· - - · 
-- ~ · . 
poss~ssing varia.bili ty -were qu:i.te large and tended to result. in large 
-~-,------~'-----'----:-----
-~ . 
. ... queues building up in front of· the ope~tions •. Time variance was not -· · 
. the only reason for such backlogs of work. The simulation model 
., was a simplification of the actual real world situat~o~. ·. 
Normally\, the repair jobs would not be available- to the. 11ext operator · 
' ~' ~ I in the sequ·en~e .once the preceding operator had completed his assigned - ~ ·-· 
tasks. The repair job.wou~d either have to be transported manually 
or automatically by~ conveyor to the next work station. Th~refore, 
additioµ.al, time would be. consumed during the transportation phase rJi :..,, . .11, } ·V 
. __ · which.1~buld probably· result in °a generally lower aver~ge facility '\ (i _.I j ~ i 
' F • J. ,'iji 
· ,i 'I 1// 
· 
- 'i:J1:ili~ation and queue lengths. iL.\A~L f,1 . 
.. ', ~ ·,. ' 
.J j 
• 11 \\ ( > 
· \ \!\ ·(· I 
' • 
;\ . · :::~{/~, Since only average v~l\Je#:3 were used during the determination ·of \ 1i1:~, \ . ;,p, 
\: ff 






. . '1 
. I . .,· 
var)iance. The job tim~ variance could be-evaluated and taken -into I . ! 
consideration in the determination of the number of stations (see \ 
\ 1,: 
\ . . \ ~. 
l . I . 
<'"'"\_···\·· 
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--iF'J:·GURE 15a MODEL J4: BALANCE AND--SIMULATION RESULTs-
31· ELEMENTS 
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-13 , 2 2 , 2 4 , ~ 7--~--- -----'---------,----,--0---·--'--~---- _ 
-~ -----23~ -29' 3 0 -
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31 
. Avg •. Size· Avg.· Max. Size 
00 00 
29.9 52.3 
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-------··--·-·-------' ---··' --·. 
50.3 143.0 3 
.983 . ' 
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' : .. 
-~- .--:---.... ~.._._..........,,....._ ·--. • ,· < • 
--- \ 
4. 47.5 106.7 •\., ..... ,; ·, .. ,-;},,,· -'::.?'_.,,.;, -____ ·4 




..,,. /· 6· 22.5 68.3 6 




--- Standard Deviati_on = 
= 72 •. 2 units per _hour 
4.20 
Average Time I_n System = . 25881 --
"'· 
- •-·-'" • ., ,,!.... • 
---~~- ;--,,,..~..;,-:..~.-· . .;-,.'-=-. ===,---"'.', .. ~==~---:-- ~--'-~.;: .... -;.)c.• .. -~ Standard Deviation=. ·5877 
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- . Figure 8) . but this did not relieve the congestion at the work statfon , 
when the work content of any job exceeded the cycle time • 
. . ( Operation Varia~ce Models 
Model OP05 
0 
· This model included the cumulative operation· times- and onea:ahalf · 
. 
~ . 
' <>f th~ square root of the cuillulative operation time variance in the 
. determination of· the station timea That is, one-half of the standard 
I 




considered ~n the balance of the repair lineo 1n contrast to the· 
--- -----------------~ ···-
-~fob variance. models, t'he individual -v.aria·nces _ are. now taken into 
-, 
-, - . \. 
- . -
-






The resultant· bal·ance consisted of five work stations, Figure 16. 
. 
- . 
-As can be noted from Figure 16, tbe work· station utilization is less·_ 
- .. 
. , . 
Ii • ._ Q 
than that experience by the job vQ.r1ance ·models. ~owever, the 
· queues be.fore each work station are considerably less and approach. 
N 
' ' 
limits which would probably be tolerated on an actual repail' _fi"ne. 
The production rate· is slightly above the design criteria of 37. 5 
. - .,;. 
_r ' , ___ . __ ._., 
units~ 
' \.. . . 
The last operation of the problem again is causing p:robl~ms · 
I . -<--,- .. 
! ···- ----
----·---'------'-··-· . 
· in both the· balance· and the simulation phases. · The _-mean operation 
• ,•I . •' 
' 
. - time is almost ·equal~ to the cycle time desf:red for the line. As for 
. ., 
1 . 
I . the previous models, the operation" was ignored during the balaiice .- -
l' _, -
. -----···. phase and simply added as an extra operat·ion at tl].e end of the line. -
"'"' -
As such,·'i\\i t· proved to be a· bottleneck operation which caused a large· 
. queue to -build up ·. and tended to suppress. the _ P!Oduct ion ra te ___ Q! the 
I .· : 
... 
•. !~· 
. I _··. 
.. · . .I;•,., 
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MODEL OP05: BALANCE AND SIMULATION RESULTS-
31 ELEMENTS 
- J 
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Average Production Rate 
.,· .· Standard Deviation = 
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Average Time In System = 42241 
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..,,.._ 
the operation would require ei-ther more than 
one operator to satisfactorily service therfacility or the utiliza-
~-· 
-
tion of second shift oper~t~ons to relieve the congestion at the last 
·'._work stationCI Fortunately, the stat'ion involved· is· tbe last of the 
.. ) 
u series queueing system .. which would make·plausible the second alterna-· 
tive mentioned above. 
Model OP! 
---------'---'-' ~---- --------,-The inc.lus±on--of-:-oJt.e 'standara--aevlation o:f -the operation times .. ~~~· 
resulted in the seven station balance of Figure 17 o. · The utilizati.on 
the facilities is not as uniform as. :for previous balanceEf:--. ·several.. ----
ope_r.a..tions. are busy on the av~rage. of 32 percent of the time-while 
others are busy 90 · percent of the timeo · This is not desirable 1:, __ :~ l{<. individuals !{Ork Within proximity 9f each other and Would .be 
aware of the uneven.distribution of work load. 
-· Of· int·erest here is _the tact that station time is Qighest for .. 
- . 
operations .which· possess the lowest ut-ilizationo The inconsis-. · . ·~ 
--·--
results from the distribution of the work content at these· . 
J w.h-i.ch are similar to the example of Figure _ l. -·The range 
- the expected operation time to t~e . actual,_. time . experienced is quite -~ 
~ ~ 
-
-large and-results in the oper~-tioris bei.ng __ assigned to an intlfvidual 
work station which is not as- busy as the engineer would likeo The, 
•. ~J inclusion of the operation variance,overestiniates the work content 
·,._~,. 
----···- .--~--~~-
- · at the"··sta·tion due to the large vairiance e:,q1erienced. 
' ·:/;'.· As with the previous_ lmode.l, .. th~. prQg!Jdl:·ion rate remains at 37 .8 · 
. due to the bottleneck operation "af the end of the ·recondition-·~·-
""- ... ·-··--~· --~·-· 
-·---:--· '",6 
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Mod.el OPl ... 7 Stations 
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' Figure 18 represents the results of including two standard devia-
··· .. tions of t.he· operation variance~ The balance .consists of seven 












· deviations o In general, the work station utilization is l~!E:!_ -~~~!1 ___ _____________ :_· ... .c..c._:. ______ .. . 
. ·--· ---·-· 
-· ·------------ ' - _~-. 
\l: 
" 
fo·r previous two ope~ation models. 
----- --
' -------- ----·------~-~ ·----- ---- - ---
Lower utilization factors are 
to be-expected since more and more slack is being included into the lo 
"' . 
--··-~ ... _ _::~-. . --··---------··-·-······-\· --·--·-'.----· . ______ ,._ ·---------
' 
------- --------------------,:r--~- . ) ·1 --,---·--- ·--··------' -'---- ·-··· ··-----··· ··-··-·· - . : ... ,--·--,, ___ _:_ __ ---- .: -· ---- -·-- - - -- -- . 
.. •·. l . I ~ balance to .reduce the possibility of:.- a recondftioning job exceeding;.,,.· 
. ,------·- .. ·-~-·" 
.. 
._· . .·. th~ Ol)er~tion c_yc;:t.e .tint{·~-Likewi~:~ the average queue ;izes are .. - -·--------,-·---..,,___,._~_~<--'-------'-.-...--,..._,._,. __ =~-=-"'--·-~---- --~=-----~- . . .. -- -~ . . .. - . . . . 
'\, 
// 
-· ·-· - I?~ 
' // · smaller· in relation to those experienced in mOdels- OP05 and OPl:.__ . 
· .. I 
·,. /· 
/ 
. // · .. 
/. 
. Model.OP3 
. "' This. last model included three standard deviations of -the· 
l ·:.--· 
I., 
·'~ operation time variance at1:d resulte_d __ in the eight station ~ct.lance'.· : ·.', -'-
... 
·of Figure- 19 .. · ~The work station utilization is. again lower than .·-...L-
.... 
. what would normally be tolerated in an industrial environment. · 'l'}ie . ;, 
i. 
~. same inconsistency of. high station time and low facility utilization · 
, . r~~ 
- .._ :· I • ·", 
· is-. shown- by t.he simulation resultf?. The reason for the phenomena is 
expre~-~ed in the discussion of Model OPl. 




The second sample problem proved to be easi·er to manipulate· 
~-~ 
,. .. . thr.oughout the analysis. due to the sizes· of t.he operation times in·. 
rel~tion· to the cycle times attempted. In addition, the time 
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BALANC~ AND SIMULATION RESULTS' FIGURE 18. MODEL OP2: 
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-~· ... , 
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8 
Avg. Max. Size Facility 
"' 
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·-3 0.4 8.3. 3 4 0~8 11 4 5 0.2 9.3 5 '• 
'· 6 
.1.4 . . . 10.7 6 
.. 7 2.2 11.3 7 8 737.1 1256· 8 L 
·,. 
' ' -Averag·e Production Rate = 
Standard Deviation = 
37.Sunits per hour 
. ., 
Avera,ge Time In ~System = 
·standard Deviation= 
, . . 
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59 . · .. ,. 
/ 
-· encountered in the first prob,lem and more operations possessed the 
characteiistic of variability than in the previous problem. 0 
Job Time Variance Models 
.{ 
\. Model Jl ,. 
.. 
. ' The: use -of ·s-tr:i.ctly average· values resulted in the five station 
balance of Figure 20~ The station times are very well distributed, 
with average utilization above· 0.990 for all work ·statio11s. The 
.. 
. .. -------·- -~- .. -~---";_-..-~-~-- •.-··:-----~---- ------··-··; 
average production rate of 38. 6 is slightly. above·· the .37. 5 uni ts· per. 
hour s·et as a design objective. -As in the first samp~e pr~blem,. the 
· system lias not ,reached steady.1state-~-and the queues are g,radu~lly_ 
,,~,· .. ,=~·-·· ,-;c·,· •• ··.·~ ........... , -. . . 
i-ncreasing. Most' likely the work s.tatron utilization will _decrease 
· once in-proce~s inventory re$trictions are imposed be.fore the decision 
to accept the ·line balance is ·_realized. 
Mode.ls 'J2· and J3 
I) . 
The two models which take into ·account the standard deviation 
· of total job· time and a: multiple·-of . two· sta~dard. deviata.~ns · resulted 
/i . 
· in a balance consisting of six stations, , Figure 21. -Each station had· 
.... ,, ...... , ....... ,, ' 
. .. ..,.. . . 
. . . /. . . 
. . I 
a.n average utilization gr.eater than O. 980 ·and on the -average had JRQ_:re.~.----· ~-, ·, ..,j 
.... 
in-process :inventory (queues) scattered throughout the system than 
. '\ · ... · ·~ 
for the previous model Jl (See Figure 20). The average product.ion 
J rate. was slightly a·bove 46 units per J1our as contrasted to the .~esir-., .,,--=-- .. --- -- ' ·• .... It' -
· ed rate of at least. 37. 5 units., 
'. ··· . 
.. 
. : . ,-~· .. f·1,1,.\~a:aT'I'" 
. '·i 
· Model J4 
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FIGURE 200 -. MODEL Jl·: BALANCE AND SlCMULATIOW0,RESULTS 
(··· -, 36 ELEMENTS 
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FIGURE 21 o MODEL J2 & J3: · BALANCE AND SI1\WLATION RESULTS 
36 ELEiv.lENTS . , 
.,,. ... 
Model, J2 & J3 
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. ' st~tion times are evenly distributed with no obvious bottlenecks due 
' '-
----- ··- '·": __ ~: · .. ·. . 
to .. an inability "to arrive at an efficient balance. Efficiency per-
\ ... t ains to the balance delay inherent in the particular ba;B.ance solu-
•• ,I tion ·in relation····to the cycle '.time-of the prpblemo Facilityµtiliza- I I I 
I ! 
., 
- ,-' ("' tion is consistently high·;··--·-greater than · O O 98, as has been the ·exper-
' ' 
ience with the other job
1
time models considered. The.queue build..;;ups _ :re.,_, ____ ··--~-----~---·-l,-










r~: --· 1--~ 
1.- . 
~ --(' .... 
{,' 
are still present before each statio.n. ·It should be ·reiterated that 
the queue length tolerated ;by a system is a variable which will ·' ·-,"1 
/ 
~change depending upon the problem under .consideration. Certainly.an-~ 
·-· ·~-·· average queue- of, fourteen re·frigerators cause' more. concern by the· 
( ' 
. design engine~r· than ·fourteen subminia.ture sol.id state el.ectronic 
·modules whf.ch _ require very li tt~e in· the way of. storage f_acilities. · 
A,, 
Therefore, the -queue ·-length was not introduced -as· a parameter to be · 





_ The ~verage p.roduction· rate of. 53.6 units satisfies the design 
' 
· c·riteria .established by management. . It should be noted that the 
produc.tion rate ·has a distribution with its associated mean and~, 
l --variance! __ .. Although,the average production criteria of 37.5 uni:ts· 
per hour- was -established as a design cr>iteri·a-·,---there is no -reas.,J?~ 
\*:'· ··• .. \'1 . -~-, 
' why con.f idence limits could. not be established _:for the rate. 'J I 
., criteria would then include a statement to the effect that · the ~ic.tual ·: ·1_ .• 
:.. ·.!} 
.-. ... 
__ ., . .....! 
r" . production- rate should -e·xceed the design ·criteria a set percentage 
· of r,the time.~ 
.·~-· 
. , 
' .. " . .,, . 
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FIGURE 22e MODEL J4: BALANCE AND SIMUIATION RESULTS 
\, 36 ELEMENTS 
Model J4 - 7 Stations 
· Station - : 1 :~ ··operations Assigned 
· 1 1,9 . 
2 2,10,11,31~33,34 
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64 
Operation Variance Models 
Model OP05 
'. The six station balance g,enera~ed. as a result of i,ncluding one-
half of the· op~ration ·time ·standard deviation is. displayed i.Ii Figure 
23. The balance-station time appears to' be uniform ·over the six 
stations(b Average utilization of the work stations is consist~ently 
. above . o·90 and .. the majority of the queues are within reasorj.able limits. 
However~;- the qtJeue in front of the second work ·sta_tion··rs· quite- :large· 
. 
. ,.. . 
-· 
"" ,' ,\ 
~. .· ---~ 
since the average,station time 'of.the station is greater than.that 
of its predecessor. Therefore, on the average _t~e station is receiv~ 
ing jobs faster than it· is ·servictlng them·o The average production 
rate of 44.4 units satisfies the design criteria • 
... Model'OPl / 
Inclusion of -one standard· ·deviatioif of operation variance iri-· ·r·· --· 
,, 
creases the line balance· by one station. over the balance of Model 
OP05, Figure 24. .The ,seven station balance appears to be reasonably 
-
__/ 
smooth wh~n the station times· are comt?ared. The simulation indicates---
', that the average utilization is unifo~rmly above .80 ·with' an overall --- --
,. .. 
· average of .958. Stat.ion three appears to: be ·to:rming a bottleneck . 
. since a large queue is building up· ~t :th·e .. station .. Should a limit :.~-· 
I 






-----;- .three wpuld. experience ·a de~~ease in. ave-rage utilization •. · The·, ___ - .,,, 
· average productio'n rate of 49. 7 units per __ .hour is well above t-he. 
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FIGURE 24& MODEL, OPl: BALANCE AND SIMQLATION -RESULTS 
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sis ts of nine--work stations, Figure 25 ~ This "is a jump of. two addi-. 
. . ·r:-, . 
... . 
tional work stations over the prev:j.ous model. The simulations in-
dicate that none of the stations are experiencing .,,any abnormal buil<l~ .. :.:. ' ' ·.··. ""'''''"·'' 
' ... ~1 .. 
. 
•'. :: ' up of· queues which require modifying the performance. of prec·eding work · 
stations. The·average utilization. ranges from o4Ei to .97 with an 
·--.· ·------.--------:-· .... · ........ _- _'. . : . ' ·· ... -- .• :-· - . - - --- .-,--~-->.·~--- - ,-. ·~---·--ovefrall average 'c)f:,;;--:s:i·.- ··'rhe---average pr~duction rate ·of 57 .1 uni.ts 
per hour more.than ·adequately satisfies the design. cd:--it~ria. 
\ 
Model OP3 
. ~- . :-
·~ 
-----'----,-------,,,c=---~-c-o-:--' · When---t~ee st~a-~--ia-ttons-- of the··--operat'ion~· variance are· 
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. -was generated by, the.balance technique. The maximum time difference- ---, .. 
. ' 
between the· stations is approximately twenty time uni ts which is not . ,. . . ·-·"'·· 
unusual since it is rare~y possible to a.rrive at :a perfect balance 
. ,l 
. 
·when considering·· prac_tical applications. 
""·f,-





• > ranges from .82 to i37·, .excluding the first station which was designed 
'' to have full utilization. The overall average. of .606 ·is :further ·· 
.·. realized in a. de-creased productipn rate of 47:2 units JLS compare·d 
to -t-he previous nine station balance -and its 57. l unit production 
f,\ 
f,' ····- .• 
· rate_. · The average sizes of the queues preceding ~ach work "station 
; indicate . that the queues were· empty· a considerable protion of ""-the 
time. .. . - .. ... ..... r ·The balanced station time overcompensated for the operation 
variance so that in-process. ,,inventory was reduced to a minimum. In 
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FIGURE 26. · MODEL OP3: BALANCE AND SIMULATION RESULTS 
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·. during the simulation.· 
.. t· 
Factors Affecting Results 
. . 
·----- - - ----~-~. 
I 
•· Several factors which· .contribute- to the overall problem of· · 
designing a production facility for- the._ recon"di tioning task will be . 
. . 
-:-briefly· d:t-scussed in the light ~f the· balance and· simu.lation. results • 





The physical ordering of the various operations toi, be performed 
- -·--impose the most' stringent .. limits upon ·the final balance gen~rated for . - ~ 
an assembly line.· · Du~ to the res.trict ions· as to which operations must 
,,. be performed. before others, .. the number- .of feasible.·-solutions of _the 
. 
. balance problem is, considerably reduce~o Oft-en a smooth balance • of 
work. among t_he work stations- is not possible due to .these precedent 
. -~··· \ . ·.- . 
constraintso This. is note to imply that the solution cannot _represent. 
·I~ .. 
the optimal soiution for the particular balance problem. 
The line balances generated for t_he: job variance mod~,ls· of both. 
.. 
sample problems do not ··appear to have been aqvers.ely affected by the 
() 
preceden~ constraints. imposed upon ei thEir···o:f the problems. The 
average ele~ent times, except notably for the single operation of the· 
I 






ably smooth balances for the various, models. In general, the line . · 
- ..... ·.. .. .. . . .. 
-··"···· ............ ;;:·:,;·;c:,;·;·;..,,,;,J:""'"""············· 
·. balances ·of· the operation variance mod~:ts faired· as···weii· except· for 
. .J..:__ . .~ 
. ' ;_ . 
., 
... ,. .. 
. . · model OPl which had a difference-. ot fifty time units between, some
1 1 
: . work stationso· 
·, Operation Variance 
J 
I 
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by _means of Monte Carlo simulation and are listed in Tables l and 2. 
'l'he variances are "quite large as. compared to the __ el:em.~nt __ t . .lJll~.-- ?VeJr_§ges_,~--------~-----· .. ·..C-.. . - -· -·- ·- - ,-.... -- . --· - - --- --- ---
. 
. '- . 
. especially for several oper.ations o_f the 31 element" problemo ·The · L; 
. niagni tude of such variances is due to tne distribution o·f task .. times 
wh·ich constitµJ,~ . the. various operations o· --The operation time can be / ~,-
. / 
. characterized by a discr-ete. distribution made up of the-·poss·ibl:-e-. 
r 
·-. 
c;ombinations of tasks which can occur at the stations. The estimated 
.. variance. therefore does not.-.permit · the statement of confidence limi. ts 
on operatio:t1 time as could. be stated. for a continuous normally dis-
tributed -random variable. The inclusion of vE:trious .factors of the. 




. :.-·~-~-~ ;t ' -.• 
.• I 
.. l . 
- •·--- ·- - M • 
. as ·for the continuous distribution· mentioned. Therefore, the i.nclu.-
- ----------'-----·~-~------·------ ---·----~--~·----· -------,.--· 
'. 
.. - (. sion of .. three standard deviations. into the· operati_on time evaluation 
i .. 
.. · does not imply ·that 99.87 percent of the reconditioning jobs will 
• 
•.. . ...... -1 
... 
· fall within · the stated time ov~r the long run. · This fact intro-
.... 
duces a degree ·of inexactn~ss whose inf J.-uence c~nnot be _adequately 
.. , .. ,,~.·•--·-=> ... :.~,c-.•·•··v-~~cC·-•,·•··,L~•-~:v:aluate~d as· tooi·.ts effect upon the'balances .of the operation variance,. 
modelS-i The additional fact that . the mean times ~nd the ·associated 
{ 
. 
·varia'hces were determined from- combining the two .va1ues of :recondit:i.on · ... ·-----····-~- .•. 
. 
. -
. • • . . . 
. r· ... task time and frequence of such task performance, lends ·1an air· of ,_ .... 
-----~ _;.. . 
.. -----;----:._ ________________ ._ -~·-·· ---·- ' .. -~-
, •.. 
· fluidity which makes one reluctant to make probab~_li ty· statement_s 
"'"'·' . 





' Line Balance Technique 
' ., l· __ j .i 
r 
The line balance te.chnique utilized. throughout this study was 
r· 
'· the only one available which permitted the 'inclusion of operation 
.J.· -
. -~,~- ' ,, 
-1'" 
--.. ·. 
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. time variance into the final balance a· Th,e" technique employs the 
• ·. t' 





' . -.: 
. .. . '. 
.. . 
work .stations-o . The cycle time is a constant introduced into the F-' 
, •
1 
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' .. •.·. 
I' . ~ • .•• 
. . 
_; '. 






.: . • . 
. . 
.· •, 
the·cycle time is exceeded when attempting·to assign av~ilable.opera-
. :, ·; . · tions ·to the·' work s~ation ·currently being loaded a O.nce-the~-.in-i-t-ial 
·_:.< · · :- _:assigninen~ has been compieted, the t~cbnique attempts to ·interch~ng~ 
. :-----






·. .. :. . .·• . .. ,: ' . ,. •. .... ". 
. 
. ·. . . 
. ;_ .. 
--·,----····--.---~-~~~--··-:··~,~: __ :_:~-'--o~~--:~--~·_,.or rem~ve' ··opera-tions---f-rom--t-he-·work--:st·at:1oris~~1ii~-ordej·--'to· a:rr:fve· -at a--~-~--: -: ..- ·. _: .. ~'5, . .-.·:~-----·--'.r • • ' . • 
• i 
,· 
. . . ~ .~ 
.. . ;· .': 1 •• ·. ' .... : 
·. more e·fficient bala'nce • 
- ' .... : . . . . ~ . 
·' .· ... · ·.. " . .. . 
..... . ·. 
... 
r: ... During · se.veral balance att.empts, the tecb,.nique generated one 
ddi tional work st-ation than:·was 'Ultimately needed f·or the solution. 
-
' This resulte_p in a cycling of the program which would not terminate 
-the process unless·cancelled by·a time limit·on the length·of the 
computer run attemp.ted. - To· ·Overcome such an occur.r~nce, the· balance 









. • I • 
. -·· -a··-··-.-
c • 
Ii' had to be attempted with cycle times neighboring on' the desired cycle 1 
time and selecting the most eff-icient balance from~th9se generated. 
In addition, it would app~a,.:r_ that the final balance is q_uite 
' . 
-dependent upon. the initial assignment of operat_ions to the work 
·1~ 
· stations. This condition was brought to_ light during the attempts 
,, 
'.:.,_c.-, ........ c---·, .·• -·:·---··, . 
- to overcome the cycl'ing problem, mentiQg.~g .above. The cycle times 
: .neighboring upon the theoretical t,ime resulted in different balances ·. -~· __ _. 
' v,_.,. ... ,:f; 
-··-····- ·······- . - ---- -~-. -------- -~ - for the same·number of stations. This, in itself., i·s not an unusual 
,. 
, .. _: :.:J 
. ' 
aspect· o_f the balance problem, since ther~ .. are often more than one 
· optimal solution to such problems" ... Howe·ver, since the technique 
does not guarantee optimal solutions, . it was necess_ary to simulate 
. 
. 
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-th1e' balances to1 effectively determine which would perform most 
• (·'_) . efficientlyo: --
,,._i,. \ ··:, .. _:,~.,..:-~}_....:, 
- If ·deter.~ttis'tic .times were' used;. the balance solution could -- f • -
1,\ ·I 
\ i ~ . ,~. 
' . provide suf~ic.~ent -info~ation ·to gauge the mo-re reasonable of tvi,o- or 
11 
, 
m·ore solutions -for the same basic problemo This did no~ prove to be 
- ,.-'-
-the case when ·dealing-_ with _ the time variance problems discussed h~r'e_. 
The most efficient solution based upon minimum qnused time in respect 
--···- . ---·· -· - -- -- - --·--- -·---- ---------- .. --------:--to. the· ·cyc-1er--tim.e--a1cr-11ot -automat:fcally give. the best operati.9n results. -





Therefore, simqlation proved_ to be the only· effective tool for evalu-
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VIII o SUMMARY AND OONCLUS1CONS 
-, The primary objective of this study was to investigate _the 
'"-""(l·· 






_reconditioning process line pattern~d after ·an assembly line opera-;· 
• 
!· tion8 The two- approaches studied, namely the job time variance model 
• 
'I 
~ l . 
·. and the ope!ation time variance model, were analyzed not only from ., 
· the viewpoi-nt of the balances· generated by the · computerized ·technique 
---but also from the· line performance as estimated by the· simulation of 
.. 






of the .. simulation results· appears in Figures 27 and 2,80 As seen. from - . · ·. 
. . .. ·--.-·--, ...... _--.r. " 
-these ·sununarlzed results as well as· the more detailed discu·ssion of · 
the previous chapter, the operation variance model y-ields -a more 
...:· ' 
effici.ent balance from the standpoint of realizing the es:tablished 
. -·- -· -· :'. ·-·-· ;~- - {, . 
product ion requirements wi.th tolerable in-process queues. ,.before the 
. ,' -J· 
work stations. 
:;.;,;:..••' 
The operation variance model explicitly accounts· for variance 
in work content from job to job, Where·as, the. job variance model. 
----------------- :_._ ·-- -_ ·.,.-.. ·.. . . . 
• 
' • I ' 
· attempts to compensate for this . var.iabili ty by adding additional 
work ·stations· to the, balance in an imp,lied attempt· to · $mooth the -
variance among _the work· stat :£6~~ 
· -6. 
0 . 
' ' The job va
0
riance models unifo:r:,nly experienced high station 
,.. ·,-----
·queues. which would· not be desirable· from a manufacturing standpoint., .• 
The summarized figures of average queue ~ize would seem.- to 'ind'icate--· 
.. that· the same is also true for the operati'on variance models 4D 
However, a closer inspection of the detailed·results of the last 
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' 
chapter.would ·show th~t, the _high average is.attributed to a single 
operation which in.most inst·ances can.-be a'djuste"~ without ah. adverse 
effect upon the remaining line c9mponents I> 
'"'· In the course of this ·inve·stigation, it became apparent: that 
-~ .. 
the~ standard criteria for evaluating the optimality of a particular·. 
ha.lance solution does not ·unequivocally result in the most efficient · 
. 
. 
. actu~l line performance when the ·variance is introduced into the 
- ------- --
. ------------· ·---· . --------~ -------------
. · ... pr~blem~ . The oper-ati'oif vart·anc_e_ inherent·-1n·--the 'reconditioning pro- · _ 
cess is often localized by the precedent constraints so .that · the var-J > .• ,r,, 
•. ' .. - • {I . iance cannot. be .effective.ly smoothed over the work. stations of the··---- ~ . 
. 
. balance. · The mix of deterministic' time- .inspection tasks and . the 
variable time reconditioning ta~ks-further complicate the assignment 
-
it.' 
· problem ,facing the balan.ce -technique. A· simulation· of t·he sug;gested. t·,,,,, .. ; . ' 
•work -station-operation as$ignment must be executed in order-'to eval-· 
· .·. uate the balance in terms of .. the actual production rate realized and 
" 
· ·.·the in-pl.!'ocess queues experienced during the operation of the line •. 
In summary, t~:ts investigation Jias· found that the variable 
element. time
1 
• linJ.-, balance ~echnique of . Moodie 26 has produced a more 
;,,'"'~~efficient balance for (~he two sample problems under consideration:( 
\ 
wh~n variou~. factorfl, of' the operation. time standard deviation are 
included ·in .the work station assignment -timea. · However, the _balance•· 
. 
-solution cannot·be- implemented without first-simulating actual line 
performance to prove·-,;that the balance ·will meet design criteria set 
for·~ the line a The influences exerted by the precedent .~onstraints' 
·and the operation time variances cannot be fully appreciated withoqt 
/ ·1-. 
. ; \ .. 
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th& inclusion of tile simulation step·in the design proce_dµ.res 
associated with the set· up of ·such··a reconditioning processo 
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IX o · AREAS OF FURTHER. STUDY 
Line Unbalance 
Since performance times are·variable except possibly .in machine 
controlled operati·ons l) this variab-ili ty ~as an effect on the lines · 
• • 
·. operationo · Any--... operator·who consumes more time than is allotted to 
. . ' 
· his assigned· tasks affects the. operators follow,ing him in the line. 
. . -· i. 
" ' 
/ 
If he does not finish a workpiece, then no one I after him c'an work on 
.. . . 
p 
:; ---------- -- ·· ·.· : - :--.------------it. - ---The----relative position of the · operator in--respect to the other· 
- .~ ... 
' ' 
· v-opera~tors _can have a varying affect .upon line performance. If the · I --- -·------ ~------------
\. . . . . 
operator "is at the beginning of- the line, the delay resulting from . 
.. · ' ·>. ' 
.. t"1. . 
. .J 
p . 
the overation time ex~eeding · cycle .time is felt by. the entire li~e.· 
Succeeding, operators must work faster t.han usual t9 gain back the 
. . ~ . -·- .. ·"\", 
time. H9wev~r, if an operator loc·at~ed near the end of the line is 
. . . 
· · -late, the consequence~ are less disturbing, since fewer operators 
. . 
follow him. Therefore, it may be desirable to del.iverately unbalance 
' 
·. '. the line in. order to. absorb the effects of variable per£ ormance times. · · 
· ~ :start on this problem, h~s been made by· Hillier and· ·Boling. ~2 _, 
.. , 
tJnfortunately, _ the line .balancing 8:lgorithms as the term implies, · 
does . not permit dif.f eren._t 'Cycle times for the various stations. . From 
" - - __ ,! , ;,; 12 
----~he results o·f Hillier an(! Boling, · it would appear that such -a ./ 
modification should be made·to an ~xisting algorithm, .and the deliber-
-
at_e unbalanc~ _of· a1i' ac·tua1··assemb.ly line be attemptEid to .gain further 
. . 
-
·insight into this ·area.. ~-··- . 
· ... Parallel Facilities 
. . 
. •. 
During the course of the simulations it·becam~. necessary _to 
. \ . 
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assume that two operat<irs we!e assigned to a P~l:ticular work station 
since the ·operation t,ime exceeded the cycle time· desired. This 
arbitrary.assignment does not·result automatically in the best 
bal~nceo Tbere is slack time present at the multiple. operator 
·i, work station which should·--be· considered along· with the slack at a-11 
.. ' ·~~') ·,· . . . . 
. . 
the·othe-r wor;k stationso A balance utilizing this slack time effec-
tively could result in fewe.r work ·stations per line. 







-multiple operators to work. s~ati.ons. The discussions.of Freeman and 
.,., .. ···-'"·:-·- ···----~~..._ '·. ~-. .,._ . 
Jucker4 .and Hes.kiaoff9 indicate that the ability to include para11e1 
, ___ -:__ -· ---~-- __ ,' .. 
.(,A\. 
·fac;ili ties would be a rea~onab:;l.e extension of .present line·. balancing_ , 
· te<;:hniques ·. 
l:'' . (' . . 
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Appendix A contains the program listing of the FORTRAN program 
which was used to estimate the time and operation time variance. 
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'C . . I . 
C, VARI·A,BLE D·EFfNITlOi\tS 
1.· 1
1
.•·· .. · 
.,. C:. . .. r i 
1\1 T T = T O TA L i\f U t"I B E k OF . T AS K O PE KA T IO 1\J S \ ·· 
· i\l SAP. = SA lvt PL E S 'f·_z E 
. '\ . 
.IVAR' = VARIANCE· LCJGIC 
· l : 
. I . 
;,, C 
. \· .. 
. .i C 
, . 
: C .. 
c· 
·c 
' I . 
' i 
' - 0 7 rvr EA N s I ·HA T T HE IVl E A j\J F' R E Q u E i'i C ., . 0 F 9 E ~ t: C T UC Cu I{ RE '"'· ~-E 




, , i -1- - MEAN.S THAT ·FREQU-ENC Y IS NOR/V1/.\L·L,Y· DI STk lBlJrE·o· . t · · • 
· J · . . . · . . · . · ·, ·. · _. I · · -. · ... · . · 
. lTASK = ·.AN ARRAY .lAJHICH ,CONT.AlNS :THE ELEMENT '1l}JtE:S; ,MEAN .. 
-; . \ , FRE(.J.l)ENC.Y. OF LJEt=E.Ct UCCURkE1\JC4 E ANO TtjE· VARI.AN·c·F 4 0 F T.H E 'F R E t~ u E N C y . ' . ' ' ,; . . . C I . I ' 
· CI i I T E K · = . TH E ;,1 U ;vi B ER Of · l I E RA T l U f\J S OF T HE SA 1v1JJ L 8 KfJ UT I f\! E . 
·· C ._-·. TX = St:EO. FOR RA.l\{001'"1 i\J;Uf'Ji8ER·. GE.f\JER,ATOR -KANDlJ~ ' - _ i . 
_ . - . . - ·. · . ' ~ I C S lJ M . '= . S U r4 0 Fi S A f,,1 P. L E V A.L t.J E S (; E .i\J ti R1A T E £) . P EK . l T E Ri A T l ON FOR . E AG H C 1
. OPEKAT ION tTASt<.) . . .· . , I . 
C r.'. SSQAR = SL.itv~ OF THE SQlJAkES Of THE. VJ~LUt:S t-lJK · EAChf l.l?EkATlOt\J ! 
_ C·, TiVIEAN = SUfiil .OVER AlLL S·~,t·lPL.E ITEF<ATIO.I\JS .· T' _·. 1·.- . ·_ C" _·.·· TSTD = SUfvl OF SQUARt:S· -CJVEK ALL SAivlPLE I.TERA.T:IPNS C ·. TS U fvJ = $ U iVI O F V A L. lJ I= S F O k ·. T HE . E "f\J T IK E ' J O B : ( . SlJiv]\ ,, 0 F E AC H . c·, I· .. 'OaJERATION COfvtPRl:ZIN:G THE·JOB) · ... '( .. ·1 .··.·, C .. '' 'TSSIJAR :::{ SUfvl OF SQUARES ;:op' JOB VALUE:s. l ·' '' ·c · · r ·. · · · · · · · 1 -· · · · 
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. ! 
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.. \: . 
i 
.~ ) . 
·-150_ .. 1_ .. ··_... " 
• 1·. 
,. - ·',IJMEA'N · = Al.O · .. _·-
. IJs·ro··.··=··16·:o · .· · 
··:oo · -1:5 ··.1 > = 1, so 
.. ·····:o.o .··.•10·'. J.=·1, 20· 
··:ITASk<J,j,4) .. = 0 
T'M-EAN(•I) -=·-o.o; 
ts·t'D(IJ- = ·O.O 
KEAD CONTROL; CARD ; · 1 . 
! ".J 
. . .... i. . . . . . 
. 
·.. , R E'A D < 1 , l Oro) · f\) T T ~ I VAR -~ 'N S A P 
.· · >Fo.RMAt• (:·.-13f, ri.,;1·s·) 
. \ ' t ', , . ·. ,,. 
·1 
- .. ·. ' .. ~ 
READ·· IN NUl\'rB ER OF S'LJ B:TA-S.K S • I . . 
i 
I 
':, . . 
1 
·.o.o 3 0 . K = 1 , NT T R Ei A D ti , 11 0 l f\JT ·,- N S T C' NT ) 
· F 01Rf"'tAT -(·2 I.3) _ . 
fF(NT-NTTl.20,20~220 
KS T =- t\l S T f N T ) 
.. 
I • 
: :', . 
• I • 
-PER·· 0 p-E f{ATI ON 
._, 
. ~ . 
·. \ 
T I ivl t: S_, F RE ,,u E (\JC y y V AK IAN.CE. ' - ·. . ·-.· 
. -·· l· .,. . - . ' .. 
READ IN . EL 1::'fviENT I 
! . :\ 
I • 
'· 
·IDO 30. KK = 1, KS T· 
. ·. · :·.. , 




_. ·.' • 
.•aoNT INU.E l . . • C 
.I I . . J R E~·o I NJ . i'~Ui'w\B ER OF 
·JEADtl,260) ITEK 
;#.OKr:1lA.T ( I 3) , 9-0' '86 JKI_ = 1,ITER· 
' 
. ·I' 





· 1'· ·· . 
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- .. ·1'·. 
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·.1, · .. 
·. I 
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. ··. ~~' 
,· 
• 1 · .• · 
·I 
- i .. .... 
. . I \ . 
I , 
·, . ; 
.,.' 
t 
R.EAD lN RANDU SEED 




: FORMAT ( ·l.8 ). 
T S:UfvJ · =. ' 0 • 0 . · 







.... ~··· .... 
·DISTRIBUTION GENERATE RANDOM 
N SA·JJ = NUJVIB EK OF 












··sutv1, ll I , o.o --
SSQAR(I) 
I • ' 
-.- o-~-o 
DO 80 I\J = l 1,1\JSAP 





I = 1 1,NTT 
NS r· ( I· l 
SET 10.0 
DO 60 ·.J = !.,LEND 
• IF(fTASK(I,J,i) ~ 
. . . . ,,.. 








IX = I Y 
YFL = YFL>~lOO.O 
IF(' Fl{EQ - YFL)6.0,50,50 
s:Er =,,SET+ ITAS.Kll,J,_l) 
J:1J·os = TJOB + I-TASK(l,J,1) 
lTASKCI, .. J,4) =· I TASK( I·,J,4) 
CONTI·f\JUE: . .. . 
SUM(l) = 
SSQAR.(Il 
s u jVl ( l ') + s E T 
= ··s-sQAR ( I l + SE T. ,, ... .;, .. 2 









•. I •• 
I": . . . . . . .• ' •. .. . . . .·. . . . . 
NINE-,·.Ol:GI T-s·> I .... ·_.·. ·.. ,: ... : ·. > 
I 








' ! . 
1-
'· . 
,: i _· 
I 
'I -
' · i-- . 
:j, t '. 
1r1 





;:·:/i<, _- I 0. 1 ···i·· 
ii.:}: 
I;! 
;: : ' 























•• I , 
•. '1 
. . . I :_. . i ! '. . ! 
. i 
.. 
·, I; . 
. I 
. . ' 
8 . 
. ~-- f. 
1 • 70·. 0 : 1:CONTINUE. 
· 
1 















·.·.TSSQAR ·= TSS"QAR + TJ0.8**2 





.. T'HISl 'S'ECT]ON COMPU.-TES·'T 1HE SAMPLE- 'i"1EA'NS ANO VAKlANCES:·OF THE E i. E fvl1E N·r S · T ·1 ,·vi e·s PE K · -'o PE RAT J,ON --- - - -
_ . ) .· 
.. ·- ' W-RlT6( 3,··130) 
· -. :w R I T E. ( 3 , 1 3 5 l 
.00.85~Ii.= l,NTT • '· i , .-_ I • 
. 
' 
· ·st'1EAN = SUM (I) /NSAP 
·-: --· - - · - . _ · · ·. . · 
· 
_ I i / ---: · :. · . · · l 
-S-TD - :,· .( NSAP*SSQAR (I) -~4" <.surv1 (I)) ~~*2) / ( (NSAP) * ( N_~~p ~ 1) J· -. 
- · l F ( S T·O ) 7 5 , 7 6 , 7 6 
- - - -- , - -· -
- • - · : t - -· -·-- -- --__ -. 
. ! . 
. . 




." :r ME AN ( I ·) = T l"l EA N ( I ) + SM E AN ' 
. 
. TS T O ( I ) = T·S TD ( 1 ) _ + S T O 
I . , CONT I t'JUE _ 
SMEAN = TSUM/NSAP 
_ ] . STD= (NSAP~TSSQAR - TSUM**2)/( NSAP*(NSA~~l)) IF ( ST1D) 855,,856,856 
STD= -STD 
WK I T E· ( 3 , 1 6 0 l I T E R. , $.(Vi E AN , ST .U . 
F OR ivl A T ( 1 H - f I I· T E R A T I Of \i = 1· t I 3 t 5 X , .I! J O· i3 I°= , I, F 1 2 • 3 J - - ~- . - - · - .. · , 





·I • . . - -- - • : MEAN· .. = 1 , F10.!4, 5X, 'JO·s ·. VAKlAhJCE: ___ _ ' ' ' . -· .· . . ' J": . 
TJtTO = TJSTD + STD l .· ' 
CONTINUE· . I 
.-
. t'1 R 1I T t: ( 3 , 1 5 O ) 
' ' . . WRITE(3,170) 
FDkMAT<lHl, 1 TASK SUBTAS.K E-'TIME FKEQ VARIANCE COUNT PE~(:ENT1 1) 
- l ·- -






. . ' .. 
.. 
' . .I 
. f'' 
- - j . . 






























-~ ' ... 
I ' 







.DO 750 "J=l, LEND -
A·=, lTASK(l,J:,4) 
·-· B = ITER*NSAP. i 
. I 
. • l 
I 
. . · i·. . 
. ' . ( . ' . . 







P·E R . = ( A/ B l * 10.0 • O · ' . · _·.· . . ~. . . . , \ · i . : .·· 
1 •. 
. ! . 
·. i 
.. ·-,1.·. ' 
' .. ,,. .. . 
W.RI TE {3,180 JI, J ,'<.I TASK (I°, J,·K) ,.K=l i4 )"J P-E-R, 750 CONTINUE , 




WR I T E. ( -3 ., 19 0 ) 
· ~-. · . . ·. ~ . 190· , FORMAT(:lHl,lOX-, 1 AVE;RAGE MEA"N AN-D VARIANCE OF AL:L_ S.AMPLES·1 l: 









SMEAN = TJMEAN·/,lT.ER . 
ST·D = TJSTD/IT.ER 
WR.ITE(3•1~0} ITER,SMEAN,STD WRITE(3,150) 
· 
STOP 
• • • •'l'.!i 
. ! . 
_..I,, 





e. ,. . 
. . FOR MA· T ( 1 H 1 , 1 0 )<, 1 S AM' P.L E 










FO.RMA T ( lHO) 
FORMA-T(lH ,·•oP.ERATI·o~ 




. ' . 
. . -
... SAMPLE FREQUENCY FROM_ NORMAL DISTRI.BUTIOi\J i .... 
·y T = . I TA SK < I , J , 3 ) r 
.,' 
q 




'! : ... 
• • 
. .· : .\ _j 
i : . 
. - ' ,·- .· 
• • , • . I 
I ' 
' .. ;-· . j ••. 
. 
. ·; : : . 
, .. 
. - .. ...,: 
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CALL GAUSS ( 1:x, X-S·,XAM, xv l 
···. ·.I F K E Q = . X V 
l F ( I .FR E<~ j 6 0 , 6 0 , '?5 
I F. ( 'I F R t: <~-. · - . l O O ) 4 4·, 5 0 , 5 0 
\,\i J{ I'T E { 3 , 210 ) I V.A R. 
. . .-
. ~ 





. F (JR ;v1 A T (·. i H 1 , 1 VA R I A :\JC E L Q{; I C 
STOP 
INCORRECT 1 ,~X~I~) J 
. . . ;' .... 
:wi{ .IT E ( 3 , 2 3 b ) NT , l\JT T 
.fORMAT(lHl,'TASK # GREAJEK THAN TOTAL 




.,= o k 1v1 A T ( 1 H 1 , • TA s K ii.. -N o·r . · E ,,tJ A L · •- , 2 1 3 > 
1 
• I S TtJP. 
.: 
.ENO 
SUBKlJUTINE t< A f\!L) U ( I X , J· Y , Y F ll ) 
. ' .. 
-·: ·- . 
1 v=i x)~t65539 

















. •. . .. 
' ~ . 
. . 
# OF· 'TAS:KS •·,2JQl 
! . . ·.. ' 
. \ 
,r i . 
~··f' - . 
·' 
i 




. .... :..f ·. 
. . ~ 
.. .... ~·· ... ':. . 














SUBROUTINE GAUSS_(. IX., S ,AM, V r 
s·uBROU.T lNE TO GENERA.T'E 
A o.o --
DO 50 1I=l, 121 
CA.LL RA f\J qu ( I /X, I Y, Y ) 
IX=IY·' 
A - A+.Y 








. ·, ·- ' .. - ·- . ' .. - ' . ' .. 

























f':•-··' ~ .. 
?FT?77i ;::-........,g..~--4 p; 
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Appendix Bcontains the program listing of the ·FORTRAN program /. 
·used. to balanee the reconditioning· lines o The program is primarily 
"the same-· as 
made 
Moodie' 26 s prog~am except that necessary changes were 
!BM/360 FORTRAN level G. The 
p·rogram was also modified to h'andle a larger problem than originally· 
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· · C ####t1-##############1i#######tUt-########··1u1. #########Y.###############i'rl:###tf 
c · · Mooo1 Es LI NE BALANCE ROUTINE FOR VAR I ABLE WoRK ELEMENT 'fIM!eS ·· 
·c 
- • . - . . . • ·.•. ,' • i C' . I 
. C .. #################################rNt-###########tf/1.########,#######:##tJ.####· 
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E = f\,1 EA N EL E'fvl EN-T T 11\1 E. ARRAY 
. . . . V = VARIANCE OF AS50CIA_TED· ELEf"'iENT .Tl1\JiE A:f-tKAY. 
PKE =iPRECEEDING ELEMENT ARRAY 
.. . 
... 
. (. FOL= I FOLLOWING E~EMENT ·ARRAY . 
CANO d CANDIDATE ARRAY OF ELEMENTS TO :BE ASSIGt\JED 
TO WORK STATIONS. 
· STAT 9 STATION ARRAY 







TOTS::::: TOTAL TIME ALLOCATED TO EACH STATION, ·_INCLUDE$. 
MEAN ELEMENT TI~1t' PLUS srm:· FACTOR bt= ITS VARIANCE 
PRECK·= ARRAY INDICATil\!G·THE ORDEK IN \rJHICH t:LEMENTs 
: . . . ' . . . : 
C . / MAY SE S EL EC TED FOk ASSIGNMENT~. VALUE EWUALS THE 
· C MAXIMUN ~UMBER OF PRECEEOING ElEMENTS ALLOWED 
C IN -PKE- MINUS THE NUMBER Or F(EMENTs IN;JTHF 
C ASSOCIATED i:>RECEEDING MATkIX kOi,f .OF IHt: fiLEMENf. 
. C ·s = THi::: SU/vi OF T.HE MEAN ELEMENiT Tir"iES. PEt< STATION. 
C VS = THE SU/v1 UF THE VARIANCES !PER STATION • . , 
C BKYTON = ARRAY USED TO BALAl'JCE"WORK STATIUI\JS UUkl!NG 
C. · PHASE. 2 OF THE·TECHNIQUE 
. ' . 
.. :,._.. 
' [ 
. ' : i 
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' ;190. . ,, 
·.:'. i200:• ,<!. -. ·, .· 
·210,_ 
·,2:20,· 
.230: .. · · 
····2:40< '·' 
·· · -· ·. _2J,o)·· 
:200 .. 
· .. 2 ~fa : · -- --- -· ·· 
·_. 280'·· '_,-··. 
: :·:29:0' . ,. ' . 
···· ·•3··-.. -_-_-0 .. -· r(: · 
I . C- .,1, ..._,,. ,,,. .. _ ... ~, .. _ .. i.. ". ,. ... , .. ... •c '!!, .... , ... '!!'" ... •c .. , .. .,,,. .... , ,.1,. .. , .. "'"' .. ,, ~ •• ,.,, ......... , .. .,1,. ,.,:.. .,, .... , .... , ..... ,,, .,,,, ... , .... , .. .,_,~· ................... , .... ;, ... ~ J,, ,1,. _ ....... _,.: ,r!' *. '!!'' ''C .. ,;;. ... , "'i_'!!'•;~,.; ''C ._·, .. -... _,, ,•,_,•,_. "'' .. _"'~. vir_~.;._.~•, ,i.. •,.',!'_,•,_ ~ .... _ ,t.. 
......................... .,. 'I' .. ... .,. .,, ... .,. ..,. .'• ............................ .,. ..................... .,, ...................... .,. .... .,. .... ... ... ... ... .... .. .... .,. .,. .... .,. .. -...... ...,. .,. .................. .,. ... ... ... .... · .. C v, I 
C VARI~BLES ~ 
. - .: ._ - '. ... v .·--.- ·.: 
.··.. : 3-10\: · .·,. 
C 





1.F E t\JD 
' . 
. . . ·. 
. I . 
\.1 
. J . 
= MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ELEMENTS THAT-MAY JJRECEEO 
·, AI\JY PARTICULAR EL f:.1vt ENT 




· __ , ··3tlo· · 
- ·. -· · .. < .'. --_':,_--. ,<:;~_-:.,.,. _, , .. -.. -
35 .0 'C:. 
\ .. 
< : ~ : • 
i . ' • . J 
l . 
.. -r .. 
:_ .. · ____ ,_ .. -.. 
• .. I 
IJ!i ... 
. . . l _·_ 
·, 
• 1 
• i . 
, I 






-: PARTICULAR ELEf\'1€NT.· 
... - c_· .. 
,c: t 
- C .--- -
Ci 
• 1 ET = MAX I MUM NUMBER. oF· ELEMENT TlMEs fERMITTED . . 
·1 C-END· ·= . NUMB ER· OF-·- SPACES IN \THE --CANO .ARRAY _ . . 






.·c· /! - -
C 
·c·· 
C = C.YC·.LE TI,vtE OF' THIS RUN . - . .. .... - ' - . . ·. . 
··. ,sroF = INCREMENT Or THF .. woKK EL1:M9Nrs .-V.«fHANCE 10 HE, . 
· .. ·. - · . It\JC LU.OED I i'\J THE 8-ALAi\iC·E o·F ;.THI , RUN · : ·: · -· ____ -- · .: NS.TATS = THE· NUMBER O't- STATIONS· DESif<?ff:·0·11\J THE. BALAf~CE. 
, . NB lND =i · 1·No I_C ATE s. -As·· TO. ~JHE THE R TH"E NUf"IB ER · lN .. ----N STAT·S~ · 
I - ~ 
. i 
.IS B'I)\JDING ANO THE BALANCE WILL HAVE ·exAC·T~_.y .... ('NSTATS) STATlOl\1S · 
0 · =. 1\JOT B·lt\JD I f\iG-~ .. :-. •: · 
· 1 ·. = · NUfvi8ER. Of ST AT I 0'1\JS MUS-T E(..JUA;L• i\JSTAT-S . 
~- ' • 
• • / . , .• , . •. • • , ·. • - I . : • • 
_ -~ 1 · 
.•. · 1 ·. '. : .'. ~ . ·~ l . . . . • . ·. . • . . . . . , . . --. - . .. . ·-_. ·_ . _.. - - .'. C • . 





O.I MENS I ON E ( 70J, \1(70), PRE ( ·,o ,' 20) , F_OL ( 70, 20 J, CA:f\JO t 7, 3-0 ); STA.Tl3,<30, l. . 30 l·:, BALDE L: ( 30 > , Tbr·s ( 30.) , PR ECK( 70.l, S (~O l, VS ( ·3cJ ). , BR.YTON t2 ,.3().): -.. 
· I SlEND -= 30 
·1 C'Ef\JD = 30 
I CXEND = 1· CEND + 1 
. "~ 
ICCE'ND = ·I.GENO -· l 
¢ . 1:PEND =·-le§ .. 
I P P E J\I D . = 2 0 . 
·IFEND = 20 , _ 
TTC~ND = 500.0*ICEND 
I-ET.= . 70 · 
-. . 
• 
-~ _.· · .. 
. 
. . - . lOUCH = 0 
N Bil rx.t o = o '-·~ ·_ •· <630 .. , 
"'-· -., . '_,', '.· 
. . I - . 
I S\JOP =·j Cr 
D Di 10, J = l , I E T 
PR!ECK.( J ). = 0. 0 
. . ( . . 
' . DO! 10 ·l=l.-~1Fl;ND 
· F Oil ( J , I l ·;:._ -· O'._. 0 . 
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70_0 
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·. ;· .. · .. · 
'. ' . ' . ' . . ~ " 
I' . . " " . _·., " 
. ', 
. ('· 
· ·.~. ,j ··... .- :bo 20 N= 1, l.E.T 
. IE ~l N J-: = 0 • O -
2 0. \l ( N ) : · ~: 0 • 0 .· · 
. . '· ! . . " . ·' &. 
. : DATA 1 I!NiPUT .INS-TRUC-T-lONS 
-_ REA·o f 1":, 3.0 >LE. . 
·30_'.FORMAT-i(I3)· -. 
flf.{lETf-.LEli40.60,60_, 
4:0 wR11EJ3,:So> !It:T,LE • • · . 
: -s·o FO~MAT ( 1 Hl, 1 f ROGRAM LIM lT 
. -:srmP - :· · 
· 60 kEADl ,1, 70 J {(!' 
-CB = C 
70- FOKMATCF5 •. 2)· 
CNTB =.o.o 
BLS·T = .: 20·00.·o 
"KEAO (1,-70) : STf)F .. : 
:·RE.AD{ 1,80) NSTAT<S,~BINO 
. 80·, FORMA-T(·l3, ll) . 
) -
':. : .. 
' " 
" ,. 
_; " ! 
. ,.! ... · 
j ; : 
" " l 
• •• r 
I 




~ ! . 
·. l 





, :Db90 I=l,LE . . . 
CJio HE Ao , l, 1 o o > E , 1 > , v u > , , P. _R-·E_ < 1 , J > . , J = 1, 1 P .. E r\J o , 
1
, µ RE: c K: < 1 ·> _ .- · 
1op FORMAT(F5.2,F7.2,19F3.D,r2.0) · .··· •. · Ii . ·. · . 
1 0.0 -110 I;: 1., LE. I . . . . . . 
. 11 0 R E AO· ( 1 , 1 2 0 l · ( FOL ( I , L ) , L = 1 , I t=-E f\J D ) · 
- ' -. 1 2 0 - FOR f11l A T ( 2 O,F 3 • O ) 







C- .. .- - CHECK THAT NU EL·EiVIENTS ~LU~!STDF(VARIA~6El EXCEEDS CYC:L;E. tlMe··-_·•-- · 
oo: ·1so I=l,_LE . . _ I 
. . . ·_ . I . 
IF'( V (I)). 130,130,140 · 
. . . '. 
130.V{I) = O.O 
- "140ARG = E(I.) + ST·DF*S.QRTCVC-I)) 
IF(ARG --·C)l50,150,170 ··. 
1·-~0- COf\JTIN·UE • 
lF( I OUCH ~- 1}200,160,160 
l.60 ·_ STrOJ.' . · -
· ... ) J.~.. . .. 
I I . 
l 
I 





i' ' I I. 
" i· 
... ·-!' 
. I', .. 
. i . 
i 
. ··! 
··.a:.::: · 7:~J'.o> /. <' 
.... · 
72··-·. ·O') 
" ,7.30•'; __ ·· ._.· ,' 
·_· ·il4Q/· . . 
·;,-75:0·-:_;"." · 
· · ·7~cr. 
," -·.' · ..:.- --1t10. --", 
•1i·ao;· 
-; '·.. . ' . 
. ' . ·;·. -
.'790_ .... ·.· 
·.. ". · .. :, - .. 
. < :Jg 
.·_. '·82,0-F- · : < 
< -.aa·o> ·-. __ · 
. c<-8'.49 .. ··. 
_.····--·8.50·'·" 
••• ·- •• ' ' ·C •· 
··<860'. 
- .·_ : 87'0\ 
· .. !· .. _ ~80 . 
. - I ··: .. -
.·a ·8(JQ····: 
-.. • CJO:_\· ,: 
·. , : •. ·1··0•-·-._.· 
. _· ..... :.·.··._:.··- . 
;, -20,.: · 
···93.01 
:.· ". : " . '. ii 
·. -94.0i "· 
.. ·· .i 'll~Oji/ ··.• · ,< 
·_. -960:r .·· · 
. \'ii!1t:.,:/ . 







:J? · .. ·4-• 
l>:·-
1J ;· 






















- . I -
- -. 
- - Jt·-;_-.; 
- . - -I 
. : .·\ -
- I • -- ;_:'i 
- - , -





-_ -w·-_.R··-·1·r-_ ·e:_(· -3. _,_ 1-~o· -) - C -, .. _ E (--I'>_,- v- -,.--1 _>_.,-_·A_-R' .G ... _--
i : 7 
' ··:· ·. ·_ ··.· .... ' 
_: __ -·: __ · ,). ··-r:_ .. '.· ... ·.-. 
- -- 1.80 "FORMAT ( lHO ·, 1 CiYCL E TI 1\ilE ·-E XCE 1:0.E D B:Y. ·MEAf\J.· -_TI f"l:E PlLUS VARIANC-E' J · 
- -
, 
-- 1. 9 0 . -_ FOR M.A T ( l HO , 1 C Y C L E 'T l I~ E = 1- , t= 7- • 2 , 1 E _ TI i"1 l; = 1 ~ p· 9: • 2 -, } VA 8 = 1 , F 9 .•. 2 t ' '. · AR G 
-· 1 ' , _F 9 • 2 l . 
- - · , - . : I ) 
_ 1ou·cH = 1. ~ 








Cf\JT: = 0 • .-o-
N.COUi\lT= l· --. 
J\JEXT=I-
61_0' DO 2120_.fvt ~-1,-]CEND 
- ;· OANO(l,M)=500.0 
. C AND ( 3 , tvl ) = 0 .• 0 
·CAND(4,tvl) = O.d· 
1 • - C- AN D ( i 5 , i"i ) = , 0 • 0 
CAND(6,,M) -= o.o 
. 220 CANO ( 2., rt1) =O •. o 
' 
. 00 240 N=l,ISTENO 
'DO 2-30 K = l,ICFi\fD-
S1T AT ( 1 , K, N) = 50C). 0 
STAT(2,K,.I\I). = o.o 1 
230 STAT(3,K,N)=9Y.O 
.240 • CONTll\JUE 
-_ ; ! UO 250 '."l=l .. , ISTEND 
.S l I ) ~o. 0 
TOTS(l)_ = O.O · -
.BALDEL( I·}-·= o.o. 
25!0 vs< 1 > =(r.o f· 
D.O ·260 N =· 1,'2 -
D;O 26.0 K=l, ISTE\ND 
- 26i0 -B!RYTOt\J ( N ,K) = 0-. 0 
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. .,,. ·. 
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. -
.• >II.' .• 
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. ' . 
. . ' 
. )-' ,- . 
! . - -
.. ·-
-al. 
·.,::_; - .· 
I - - -
\ . 
\·· 
.· \:_;_._.:".--._ .. _:: -.-
1060 
····· ...•. Jg.Jg··. 
----.-_-__ -.--._l:090'..·· 
.-11100·-
< l·ll:()_·>_ :,: -_-
-. ----~1-1.2,0:.: >-----
. · '.i,1 s:o< _-----._ 
_-· _. -. ."1·f'40:-
. 
- .. _·., -, -_ . ; : . -
-_ --_ :l.l!iO> -
--_----11-iio \; 
\ . _-• "i'·l :·ro- .. -_-. -
----:i·--1· 'ao·~ , .: -
-_.. .<- - -.. I! 
1190_ 
12.00· .. -• 
----_ 12':'t'O; i -
·.· Iiit.~>· .. 
_ 12.t~>.-. 
···-··;1.22.0._-_,-._. 
.12:3:0 . .':-_ -
- _- -124.0: 
.. ·· 1,-2'50_ :· 
_-_ .. -.. -125;?· . 
. -: 12,6:0. -· 
-__ -. · -1':2 tot --- ---_-_--
_--12?ac,· 
. -· :-1290·- .-
: ' .. -.·· .. _- .• -- .. 
---13()Q .. -· 
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~ l ' 
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'! . ,l ' ·: 
1 
l1 
~.. ; . 
C 
'C 
. . ,... 
. . I..., 
. I ... 
l '"' . i . I 'l I I i 
i ·· loo. 21·0· I=l,LE .. 
I ' . I . ' . 
· 210·. ·,tpRE< ·I., I·Pt-)ENLJ) ·= · .. ·,~RECK .. ( I_) 
; CUMBDL==O ~·o 
C· 
; • - , I C. i ·· · 
C 
. PREC.'E'DENCE CHECf<ING FOR NEW· CAt\lOIDATES I 
. . 
'280. o·o. 33,0 I=l,L;E 
..... · .. ··. ·. IF( Pf{,E ( I, 11\PENO) - IP END) 3'.jO, 2 yl), 330 · 
290 .()·O 320 ·M 1 ·= 11,ICEr'JD.-
. ' . '.. . '. . : 





• . I - CAN0(3"Ml=AI 
PRE(I,fpp~·ND) = IPPEND + 2 
c·Nr- = C·f\JT + 1. 0 . 
' . . 
.··r·F . ( C NT · - · · l C X E·I\I D ) 310, 177 0, 177 0 ·· 
310 GO TO 330 
320 CONT I f\JUE, 
' I 
330" CONTl1\jUE 
C AJ\I O I l) A T E S UR T I l\J DE C K t A S I i\J G O k U F. R 
(J O ::; ~ U ,v, = 1 , · l C C E ,i\J l) 
; i"i JJ 1 = fv'i + 1 ' 
~OU 3~0 MM= ~Pl,ICEND 
, . IF(CANU(2,M})340,340,350 : . ' 
340 CA.ND(2,M) = O.t> 
350i1F(CAN0(2,MM))360,360,370 
··360· CANO (.2, MIVi) = _O .o · '1 , 
d 
'· 
.· l~ . 
• 
·. ,·_ .. ·:,: 




370 If (CANO{l,M) +·STDF*S0RT(CAND(2,Ml) 
, . . i ' SQRTtCAND ( 2, MM))) 380,390,390 - C A N D ( l·, ~f'ilfvl ) . - . S T O F *. 
· 3 8 0 .. · T E t\1 P = C ~ND ( l , M ) . . ~ . . . 
. . ·.· C AN D ~ 1 , lvl ) = CAN D ( 1 ', lVH"l ) 
• I . . . , 
G .A N I) (' 1 , MM ) = T E fvl P I . 
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i .• 
. - ·- ,;,. 
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·. -.. ~ .. ,_.,. - , ~.- . , 
· . 14.-BO._ ....• 
.··1490 
..·.·.· 1soo· ... , 
.. ·15··10.·.·,·· .. ·•·.··.·•. 
· ··.·1s·2·0· 
'1530. . 
"1540 .. :· 







.· ... 1._. 6·00_· ··. 
.. i··I61:o·· 
; ·.·16-20·> · .· 
·-.1630 
· .. ·.· 1640 .. 
I . • 
.··,.· 
· ... · 1650 : ... ·· 




I •• t70(f'.· 
·. -·_.·._ ••·- · · 1 r_t.l{f:· 
-- l - ~. -. •" • .: •.;, 
. ,, -·.-- .·· 
. . . ... . . 
.. . j 
.. ~ I .. o 
1&, I :. 
I'.! ·i .... ·· 
~'·J··I .. lfi , .. 
t11r / · It·· 
l~t':·/ · 
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-':-f.ld I: . 
l;;l~, • .. f~>,:..; .•I : 
(e'/~ . 
"" I i .:: I ·.: , . 
. / 
i 9 
: :·. '1 ·•. . .' . 
.. 
. , .. _·. : ~(-' .. ' ' : . 
_·_,~····- .. · .. 
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39.0 








· 'CA.Not:2.; M) =CAND ( 2, MM) 
· CANO (2.,}"1M)=TEMP . 
. TEMP=CA'NO ( 3 ,·M·) 
CAND<.3,M.)=CAND .. C3.MM). 
CANO ( 3, f'.1M) =TEMP 
CONTINUE 
~ . . . . 
, . I . ASSIGNMENT OF ELEM~NTS TO -sTAT10NS . . . ' ·,, 
Qo· 520 M =1,ICEND . 
-~ 
IF(CAND(l,M) - 500.0)410~450,450 · .. . ? . . . . 
. 
. 
··410 IF(lSTOP.-1)420,550,550 ... 
" : 4 2 0 AR G = , V S ( t\J· ) . + CAN D (' 2 , t-1 ) 
. t IF ( Af{G) 430, 43,'.C>, 440 _ 
·~. 
. . 




.. ·.c .. ,. . 
. 430 ARG =_o.o . . . 
440\·IF·(CAND.(1,fvl) +· S(N). + STDF*SQiT(ARG'). ·- C)550~,550,4.50 .·.·. 4~0 1 I~(M - ICEND) 520·,460,460 ~ 6 10 . l Fi ( Vs { :N ) ) ' 4 7 0 ' 4 '7 0 ' 4 8 0 . 
470 VS-(N) = O.O 
. 4BO BALDEL(N)=C-S(N)~STDF~SQRT(VS(N)) : L , . . . TOT S ( f\J.) = S ( N ) · + S T D F * S QR T ( V S ( hi ) ) . (~ LJ 1vl B D I_ = C IJ f"l B O L + B A L D E L ( f\J )" ' 
1F(CUMBDL~c)530,490,490 I ,.. . , 
. 
. 490 1\F(C _. CB - 20)500,530,530 
•. 
·500 d = C +'t.o 
WR I ·T E ( 3 , 51 0 ) C 
5 1 0 F OH f'-'i A T ( l H . , 1 I f\l C R EM ENT E O C Y C L E TI M E = 1 , Fr :7. 2 ) , I' GO: TO .210 
'L...,• 
. $ ' . 
520 C .. ONT I i\JUE 
. Gt) TO 400 j . . . 
. · l! 5,30 TCAND=O .o \ 
I, 00'540 M="-1,ICE'ND 
540 TCAND=TCAND+CAN.D ( 1., M) · ... 
lF:(TCANO . .J TTCANO) 610,.670,6"70: . \. 
·1 
.• . ' 
: . \. • ·. c,. . ,l 
... 
! ·· .. 
. •. ·, 




• ..... · ······.1°740 
·17·50 : .. 
··1160;······. 
· 1110·· 
· 178()··.· .. 
. .. ··1.l.Y<l 
.. · ·-1800; 
· .1a·10 .. 
.··182:0> 
- . . . .. - .. ~· ' .. -
·. 1830 · ·:' . 
:.·1a40 ·· , ·· ·. 
_· . L- ·:· ·.··:.' . 
... · :18'50.:· ··.··. · ..
1860?···· 
.. ~- 1a·10 ..... -.. ·_ · .. 
. ·._.1880 _·: 
,,/J ·: . 
· ····l 8'JO·~·: .en .... 
1900 ._.·· .. 
··.· ,19·1.o··.· 
. .. 1920.··· .· 
1930: 
···i'940.····. 
. . . -· - ' . . 
.. ·. ··1<J50. 
···· 1960··· 
· · .. _ ·i97·o· ... 
· . -,·1§00.· ·i .. 
· 1990 
2·110 O·/ . 
· 2.01-0··· 
·20-2()' ·. ·· . 
2 03t)i•. <,.:· ..•. 
· · 2·.·o·.· ·_·_·4.· ··-o··· : ..• · 
· .. · -· ·; ~· ~ -·._.- . 
. . 
. . - ; . . . 
·.·· .... 2·oso·t_ 
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..· ::-... -· 
.. \ .· . 
... . 
' 550' s·tN->=CAND { 1,.M) +'S ( 1\J) · 
. VS< N> =CANO< 2 ,r-'ll+VS f N > • · J" ... . t DO 570 K = 1,ICEND. . . . .. 
. 'iF f ST AT:( ·1, K, N) ~500. Q.) 570.i5 6-0 ,560, 5 6 0 ·. S T AT ( l ,: K , N l:;: CA l~ D { 1 , M ) : . . .. 
ST:AT ( 2 ,~K ·, N) ~.CAJ\JD 12, fVI} 
i I · s r A r < 3 , :i< , N. ) = c 1-, ,,10 ( 3 , M r 
GO TO· ~·ao \ . 
·570.CONTl
1
NUE \ .. ,-:'~-
1 1. 













5 8·0 : C AJ\JO"( 1 ., M ) 1=S o·o. 0 
. I . 
. CNT ~" 'FNT .·~ 1 .o. 
l=CANDif3,~l) ·. 
DO ·QoO\', L . = · 1_7 lFEND 
.. 
1 
· ·. • f F ( FU L :< .l , L- l - 1 • 0 l." 6 0 O·, 5 9 0 , 5 .9 0 590 ·1=:FOLli, 0L) . ~ 
rl 
. I 
....gz. l' PRE< I, I PP.END> = ":"t.o + PRE<·1,1 r_PPENP> I=CAND( 3,fvi)· ! 
· · ... 60.0 CONT lNUE 
. 
GO TO 280 1 ·. . ·. . . 610 t~=-:N+ I 
· l F ( N ~ IS T E1N D. - · 1 ) 6 2 0 , 6 5 0 , 6 5 0 
62{);_IF(Nijlf\l:~.- 1) ·400,630,630 
. 63C)lF(I\J - NS1-ATS) 400,640,640 
640 I1STOP = 1 ) 
GO TO 400 
. . I . 
• 
. , 
650 'WRITE ( 3;660) f\l. 
66,0 .. FOR MAT (lHL' I NUiV1B EK Of ·ST AT IONS·. CA PACI TY . EX1CEED~D'. N·::I 'I 3 l 
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•. 2210· 
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··:229.0--: •. 
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,' ! 1 
. • . I . . . . I . . . . . . 
C . iCHECK· TO 1 SEE l F BALANCE· IS .. Fo:R. NUMBER OF. STAT IONS. DESlREO 
. . . . ' .- ··-t . . . . . . . : . . - ~ . . :· · .. 
'C I •. .. 
• 670 IF(NBl1ND -- 1 >700~ 1680,680 . . , I 
. . . 6 a o· · 1 F < N ~ N s TAT s > 6 9 o , ·7 o o ·, 1·0 o , 
! 69Ci h!F . = NST ATS. . . . . . . 1
1 
•.•. · 
. GO t·o·.:110··, ··:··· 
l :_. 700.··NF = N 1 ' . 
·· . I " · i 
i ' 
. t .·. · I·· 
I 
· . · C , B A L .A J\J t;: E A .T E ~.j D . 0 F f.> Ii A S E f · · 
C 
.. . . ---...:-~. 
. i . 
;. 
,; . \ .. 













.. : . 710 ; DO '"l 3 0 N = I , NF 
. -· ! 1 
· w R I r:E .< 3 , 7 5 o > · : 
i I ' •• I . 
. W·R.IT .. E. 13,750) . 
DO. 7:20. K=l, IC END. . . 'i I 
. . lF's~AT<3!,K,NJ - 9~.o,120,r30,120 .. · . ('! i I 
7 2 0: VJ R I T lE ( 3 , 7 4 0 ) N , S T AT ( 3 , i< , N ) , S T AT ( 1 , K , f\j J , S TAT ( 2 , K·~ N ) 
73d 1 w·R,IT.E<3,760> rors·tN> ··· · · ·· · · .· -:·1 .· ·Ji·!· 
-:-, ,. . . . . . ! I 
V'Jf{rlTE (3,750) · 1 :. . 
. ., . i : \ 
... · · w R 1 r E < 3 , 1 1 o > . c , c u ;..; a o t. . 1 •· . 
14.0. f~O J{ Ni AT ( ] 4 , F 8 • 0 , F 8 • 2 , F- 8:. 2 ) 
7,50:. FOKf1tlA T (1 HO) . . . .. 
· · 7:60 . P'9Kt,.iAT (.1 HO., F:19. 2 ) 
. 7 i7 0 . f OR M A T ( 1 t-i . , ' C Y C L E T 1 M E I= 
. . l 
I 
I 
' ' 1 
· · .· • .· · . . t . : . . I · 
i 
C i I 
! ·. 1· 
•. · , F 1· o • 2 , s~.x ~ • c .. u)·1r l s A c A I\J lt E · 
. '. • ,· . ' :.·.; ,:· . i ·i ' . . J · 
! DO ·7 HO f4 = 1. , I C E I\J D 
· C A f\J O ( 4 , .Jv1 ) = 0 • O 
"-''"· - •.• . I i 
. <:. ·.!\ . . .·1\ ... 
. .. :· : : ·. I 








SOK T S T~Tl04\J VALUES : IN· DECREAS lf\JG OKOER · ... 
7i9o DO ljQQ ·J=l ,.NF 
.· i ,' 
. i .· ···BKYTON(l,J)=TOTS{J) 
·_.; 
800 •BKYTON(2,J.)=J 
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··· :2.4:c>o .. : .. · 
.· .. ·: ·2·47g .. :; 
·. 24.a:or'>c: · ..• 
·. · 2~4·90 ? .•., . 
. ··.· 2500.·· .· 
.. 2~10< ... · . 
. : ... ·· :2:520\ , :, · · 
··•··· ... /_ ·25 .. 3-Cf:'' . 
- •,• ' . ·.-. ._ - ~ -~'-~·-- ~,-:_ :, . .. . .' - -
· 2 5CIO < .·· . ···· · · "•. ; ••• : • ::.~'elf 
: . 
•·. l . 
I . . 
'· 
. . . 
. -..·: ·::?J;.~_~'·~:;-' . 
. · . 
,· •,: 
. ' 
. 1 .. 
. i . 
·_ -i- .. 
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• 'NF 1 =:NF:_ 1 . " · , . 
' 00 ··820· ··J=l·,NFl• ii 
•'... . . : •f 
. JPl::J+l . l ~. 
.. . D 
. . . ··oo.a20 J}=JPL,NF . . . I 
·.·.··.·.·. :-. , ·. • .... -· .. ·.··_IF .. lB. R·Y .. ·r_.·o·~. < 1·,:J.· ,.--.Bk YTON <._.l ,J_ J > la.· 10, a20_: ·, a2:·o·.~I _ :,;_ 
·.; 810 lEMP=BRY·TON.(·1,·J) · · .. • ·.: ... · . · .·. ._ . l 




. 1 . 
I . : 
··• I . 
I . 
i I . . . . 
I .··.·.~; , . BKYTON(ltJY=aRYT.ON(l,JJJ · . . . I 
I ii BRYTOl\i(l,JJ)=TEMP . ; 
.. TE:~P=B.R~TON·(2,J).· ,.. i .. -
···i· - BRYTON(2,J)=BRYTON(2·,JJ) 




\ BRYTON f2, JJ) =TEi~P 
820 C·ONTi1.NUE f 
I 
···c- . i . ' 
' ' 
. I .. ,_ 
. I 
: I 
,, I . . . 
. i . . . 
. i • 
. . . . . ._ . I C. TRANSFER SINGLE. ELEMENT] FR.OM MAX TO MTN STATiqN 
·. ·. e. .-1··· j. 
. 83·0 NN:d.L : - l 
. . .. · MM=N,F·. . , . ·1 
t ,, · 840. Nl::B!KYTON'( 2 ,NN·) ·· I 
850 N2=akvT0Nf2 · MM 1 I 
. . . \ . . .. . . . t . I 
..... oo· 1:040_ J-=1, ICEND · ·· .. ·. · ... ·. .. . i -
,. IFlSTAT(3,J,N1)-99.0l8b0,1040,860 . . .· I 
.. '. . . ... , . . .. . . . , . . . . ' ! . . I 
..•... _ ,860' GO TO . (870,880 l·, NEXT .. . . · · •.. ·· : : I 
. · ·,. 870 IF(TOTS(Nl}:-TOTS(N2)-ST-ATI{l,J,Nl) )1040,1()40,89p 
.880 ~F(C-TOTS(N2)-STAT(l\J,Nll)l040,890',890 [ .. _I· 
890 J!;=STAT13, J, Nll ; ' i 
i . IF C f~.l-N2) 900 ~ 900', 940· I ' . . .. ! . 
900 NZMl=NZ·l :[ J 
0~ 930.N=Nl,N2Ml 
. -DO· 930 K=l, lCEND i . 
.· Qtj930L=l,JFEND, ... · .. 
910. lF:(FOL(I,L) >:930.,930,9.2.0 · .· ·.: .· ·.· .. ·• 
. . . . . .· ! . . . . . . . I , . . . . ,. ·. . . . , . . ' .. , . . . - .. . 
. 9 20 . lRl r.QL ,( I , L)-t.S,TA·,T ( 3, K ,N) )930·, 1040, 930· 
930 ·. CONT1lNUE · · · ! . . . . . . . . . 
. GO' ·~-0 980 
9~40 N2Pl="J2_+1 
e - : ; . . "' 
· I· 
' . . 
'. 
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· . I r 






... ,, ' 
I ,1 . -
;, . 
. '.i .. 
ll . 
'1 ·.;. ,• 
I .• 
. . . ·.· ,~. 
,, . ) . " 
. . 
~ ----.. : . 
. 0 • ·. 
. l . 
.. I> 
~ .·· 
.... t . ' ·, .. , ' . f .• . 
.. · ':. < . .- ::I· 
• I • • 
- '· .- . 
. . ,, 
.· . - .. : ·. · .. ,'·, .. 
. . i -
. . .• , u· 
. f · 1· 
I .. · ·. 
1· .·. . 
... 
. · . . • , • , : .• . • • . •... ·.. I • . . . . . ·. . . . . , • . - . : 
· ..•. ·DO ,.910 · N=N2Pl.,Nl. · -.- .. · 
· -· oo: ~:7-.o ··_· K:~ 1·, 1 c·END · · · · ·· 
.· ·; .·. ' .......... 
. L· -. 
i .' 
> 
. ~1. . 
. . D.0}970 ·M='l, IPEf'\ID ··.·•·· .... ·. . ... · 1 
950 lF'tPRE(I·,M>l97Q,97()~960 1 ... ·... J . 
9.60. '.I -F( fl>RE·(--l ,,M )-S_TAl}(•3, K,NJ.) 9'70·, 104_0, 9701···· 
. . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . : ' . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . .·. . . I . 
.. 9.70· CONTII\JUE .. · .-. 1
0
::.· . _ . _. _ ·., 
· __ .·. 980 ARG.:= .VS(N2l + s:TAT(2·,J,Nll· 
. . -IF (A·fotG > · 981 f981, 982. 
.981 SQRll =.o.o··-· .. : ··.·-:· 
> ~ GO ir O -9 8 ~ - · . : . 
I 
. ·'. . 
. . 
.. . - ·. •.,, . ' ·._ . 
. . ~ . . . . . . 
. . . I . 
. ' i . 
i 
. . I 
·.··· ·Ya.2· :SQRl · =· ·. STDF*S.QRTi AR·G)-· .. ··. 
983 'GO TO (Y90 ,10Qo:l ,NEXT . · . . .·. 
' . . . 9 90 . IF C To TS ( N[l > .:.5 C N2) -S lA T ( 1 , J, N 1 ) -S QRl ) 1040, J. 040 ~ l O l 0 
1 O O O . I F ( C ~ S ( N 21 ) - S TAT ( l , J ;. t\J 1 ) - S Q·R 1 > 1 0 4 0 , 1 0 1 O , 1.01 0 . · · · -
... c· . i. 0 . . . . 'i' 
i . 
.. : 
'C . AssIGNl:MENT DF SINGLE TRANSFERS TO CANDIDATE MATRIX 
. . . . . , . . . . I . . . . . . ... ,. 
· -C · .; . 
. ·. 1010 ocf 103ofi111=1 ,.ICEND 
.... _ , IF(CAN0{1,1'4)-500.0)l030,1020,1030 
·. J-102·0.CAND(t,M.)=ST'AT(l~J,Nll .. 
.. 'i 
i .. . . . . 
r .. 
. ,. •. i . . ; L .· .· 
.' . . . ;c A·I\J D ( .-2 ;, M ) = ST A ·r ( 2 , :J , N 1 ) · 
. . ' . •• . .• ·! ; .... · . ' . ·. . . ,; • i 
· ... C~NQJ 13j,JV1) =ST.A_T (_3, J, N.1 l . ~ . r 
-_ .· ... -<iCJ. TO··_ 'lO 40 _. :l • I· 
liO 3·0 . CO t\J T 1 t\i lJ E .· . 4 · ' 'i . I 
' lio4o CONTINUE , . r 
g{: TRADE OF TWO ELEMENTS BE"fWEEN TWO' STATIONS.· -1 
. · · · ·. "C _ · i .· __ . . ·1 
- i·· 1050 00 · 1·390 JJ=l, IC.END I 
' oo 13ao J=l, IC END . . ._ . I f 




.. ·.1010 tFfSTATJ 1,J ,Nl )-STAT(l ,J.J ,N2))1380t 1380ftoao . ! . 
l080GO..TO (1090'~1100),NEXT . . . . ·.·. · .. ·J. · .... > 
1090 IF(TOTS,(Nl)-S(N2)+STAt(l,JJ,N2·)-STAT(l,J,Nl))l380,1380,lllO ·. 
1100 1F(G-SC~2)+STAT(l,JJ,N2>-SrAT(l,J,Nl> >l380,l380f1110 · · 
. . i . . . i •. _ .. 
i. : i ..• .· 
I I:· . 
. i 
. . ( I 
' 
. 
. I .. 
·l 
:~ -· . . 
~ - . 
'i -_- . ~' 
~R -. ; ,. -




!_:j. -_ .• 
}! :: .. -. 
,. 
,,j 









• • C • ' ' 
, . . ' i?~ . 
.. ·.\ -,: 
.: -11, 

















. I ' .... 
' . 
.. i_' . . ,_~_-- . ' 
. .. .. w:· 
' 
-~ ( - .l' 11 e I = ST A .T :( 3 , J , N 1 l \ -, _ _ , 
I F ·t 1,1 1 :-N 2 '} 1 i 2 O ,· 11 2 O ,- 1 21 O 
-- . 112-0 N2Ml=N2-l "' -
_l)O ll6p-'·N=Nl,N21v11-
DO 1-1-60 K=lt, lCEND _ -
'., .. ,' i . - ' . ~-t . . . ! -, ' .. 
_ oo·-1160.· L=l,IF-END - { 
-113·0 ·1F(FO·L-(I,L))ll.60,l-l60, .. 1140 ... - _ 
.- .·1140 -- IF.( FOL ( l, L )-ST.AT.(3, JJ, N2 ).- ) 1150,13.80, 1150 -
11 5 0 : I F -< F O .L ( I , L ) -s TA T ( 3 , ~ ', I\J > ) 116 0 , l 3 ~ 0 , 116 0: 
-1 il-60 CON_T lNU E -
I -~ S!T AT ( 3 ·, J J , J\J 2 ) · ~ 
NliP l=i--Jl+l ._ 
- • 
1 
IJU ·1200 N=r~l P 1:, N2 
· ·D-0 1200 K= 1, IC Ef\10 -
. . . . . . . . 
-00 1200 M=l,IPENO 
I ~ 
. : . 
. . I , 
. 
11 7 0 I f ( JJ_ R E (; ·1 , 1"1 ) ) l 2 Ou , 12 0 O , 118 0: _ _ . _ _ 
-11 8 0 I _F ( PK E C [l , fv1 ) - S TA T ( 3 , J , r\J 1 l l 1 :1 9 0 ~ l 3 9 0 , 11 9 0 
t 19 0 I F ('P R,I: (\ t , M~) - S TA T ( 3 , K , j\J ) ) l 2 0 0 ., 1 3 9 0 ,.12 0 0 ·. _ , 
1200 CtJNT I Nu·E - -~ · . .1. 
. ,. . . , • : I 
GO to 1:1300 · 
· ---1·21 o· f\!2 P·l =N2'+ 1 r 
. . 
. · . I= ST AT ( 3, J, N 11. 
' • I 
-, [) b l 2 5 0 ~ t\J = N 2 P i. , f\J~l , 
DO"-t25Q K=l,ICENO-
DU 1250 M=l,IPEI\ID :~ 
-12 2 0 I. F (PK E ( I , f"l l. ) 1 2 5 0 , 1 2 5 0 , 12 3 0 _ _ l . 
I 2 3 0 I F ( P K E ( · I , Jvl ) -- S TA T { 3 ; J J , I\J 2 l }. 12 4 0 , 1 3 8 0 , 1· 2 4 O 
- 12 4 0 - I F ( P R E: ( I ~ M ) - S T A T- ( 3 , K , N ) · ) 1 2 ·s O , 13 8 0 , 1 2 5 0 --
125'0 C:ONT INlJE .- - . - - - . - .. 
l?~TAT(3,JJ,N2) ' 
·NlMl=Nl-1 
' . . Qd.129b N=N2,N1Ml 
DO 1290 K=l,ICEND. 
!DCJ.12YO L=l,IFEND ;· 
· .• - • ' ' ·, : • , - - - . I - . 
12 60: -r.e (LF(JL (I, L) l 1290, 12:0 ,_ 1270 
I . 
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._- __ ---3_5.30·. 
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-3l5,90 , , · > ~:--'t/};~\-?.::rr;j: 
. _-. • . --·· • . . . >: i'. -~, ' 
.',3)70:0····•'.:.'.:>. 
3c1•-:>1ct·· ··.\.····••-{·_ 
_,3•12.t)-:, .. ___ .,: 
•. •.• ··•· .. ·.3/F~.QIF< }}i);'t;;f (}0f ?;'&f 
· 3-740 - - ,' - -., -·,, .- : .:::' 
' ' . 
,:,' · ..· ;~~~--· :·.\ . 
,:1,·;1,., .• ' 
I=: i 
I,: 
?t{. ·_ ···. 
!f{\ 
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. ' 
'127,0 ·: 1 F ( FOL if I' L l-ST'A Jt 3, J, NlJJ.12.ao·' 13?0·, 1,2·ao. . 
' 1280·IF(FOL:(I,L~·- STA_T(3,K,N.))l290:,1390,1290-. · 12901 CONTINUE. · . · . . . . . 
-· .1300 ARG =··· VS!lN2 )-:STAT(2 ,JJ,N2··1+STATl2 ,J-,NlJ ·· 
. . . f .. · •,, 
.• '.1 . 
···. •. ·. :3'799 ). 
· · 
1 
• . • ·a·aoo.:_. 




.••.. - . - ; :~RG:i = ·. vis. (Ni- ~·~'ST[A T {2 ,.j ;~ 'N l·l +s TAT ( 2~ JJ ~ N2l 
, _- ._ / .·_ -~ -lFfARG;J -\~301-,1301,130,2. 
.j 
· · ; li301 ·_SQ:Rl =· Ol. 0 {ft;(,;? ·•···· . 
.·· ·38-llt':-· :i '·, 
• .. -·.. -··. 
. ¥' • 
. · G·o 110 1303 · · . .· · 
-·. _.· ·1:3(}2 .1SQR11 .=· 'STOF*-S(JkTi.ARG)· ,. ·.·.· .·:. 38;19/ 
·.. _:· \3-82(i . • I - , . . ·. ' . . . . . . . . 
·-. 1303; lF (.AR~Gl) 1304, 1304, 1·305. 
. . 
;- ., 
' i· ... ',·,· 
· .•. . . ·. _ ·. ::_ .> 3:8_2::1 · ·_.· 
.1·3·04 S QR 2 :; . 0 ~ 0 ·. , 
·.: -.. ·1~· · . ! .- . · Go· TO 1'1306. . . - :-· 
·- 1:· ._·_ [ .: 
. ·. · 13-05 soR2 d STDF*SQRT(ARGl) 
. T l ' .. · · 




,' ·.···.·_··3822.-: 0 ••• · 
....• ·.····~.f lf !i'}. ··••·· . 





. ' . . . - - : .· . ~ . ' ' I 
38:30. · 
'. ~ggi5(j::, 
· ·· .··-...... -.. :ail\1-_ot: _-·. 
. 13 4 0 1 I F ( C...;. ·s r N 1 ) ~ s T A T ( 1 , 1 J J ' f\J 2) ·+ s T AT { 1 ,· J 9 -1\1 1 ) '7 s QR 2 ) ' 13 8 .o ' 13-·5 0 '-l ~5·0 . :-13501 NEXT=l· . ' ' '::; ·. 
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C . AS5JGNl\'1ENT OF TKA·DE' CA~\Jl)_lDATE.SI TO CAF\JOlO.A.T8 ··fv1ATRI.x .. :· 




'.'.[)0 1370 r~·-1=1,ICEND 
_ 
f F ( C _A i\J D ( 1 , ;vi ) ·:-- 5 (} 0 • 0 } 1 3 7 0 , 1 3 6 0 , 131 0 1 3 6 0 ; C A f\JQ ( l , fvJ ) = S ·T A T ( 1 , J ~- N 1 ) . 
. CANO l 2, fVI )·=ST AT ( 2, J, Nl f 
C.A ND { 3 , M :) =ST AT ( 3 , J , N 1 ) 
,• Ii .. . CAN D ( 4, M J =ST AT ( l , J J , i'~ ·2 :) ·. 
· . ·. C AN D ( 5 , M l= S· T AT ( 2 , J J , ;,12 ) . 
. _ . . :t AND ( 6 , M ) 9 S TA T ( 3 , J J , f\J 2.) 
, i _i ·_· J\ .·GO TdJ l-3 80 . 
1370 CONT-lNUE 
1380 CONTINUE 
· i 3.90·. ·CON~I I t\JUE 
C 
' ' i ·, ·,' 
.. ·. '•· 
·1. 
'; .-. . . 
~,. '· ,· .·•· .. 
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,· .. ·. ·.: ', · 3890>:. 
-·-_ ·~3fJio.-:·. 
· · . 39_2,o.·:.) ~ .. .... · 
·:J : .3 9_~c{:· ,· · _ 
..• · 39.4\0~-. - ,; 
.. > i~.g~/ 
.· ···. ~~.~.i:a ..... ... 
.·· .' ·-3,990 •. 
. ,-: . ~>/ ---~ :,·-,_~-;-:-· .. ~...:-~._:. ~--: ·. -
. -_ .4o·o-o - . 
. _· ·:,_ 40 .. 1.0 
. -. ···. i't$1~0:-'.:_ . 
lt9i~IO{c{ .. ·..... .. 
.4040 <· •. , 
'. ... 4(f50 : ·/' ., 
: ~-·o-<··6,i _/o·•-.:·-..,-:_-.. -~ •. /.:· .. ,:=·· .. _ 
,·:~··.:-,-,.--.--:-:-_.·_.·. 
'. ·- t.lcj:,70.:·:·:; ', 
' ... ,.- ' 
. ,- \ 
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.·,,:,___ . 
.. 'J . . i ·._ ·. • . . . . . ~- -. : 
c.· . ·CHECK ·TO S·EE 1·F CANO,IOATES A: -AILABLE 
. ·. cl4oo · -rtAN:D=o'.. o · 1 ·•· · .. · ·· ] .. • 
· : ·· oo.>i-41.o · M=l ,:rc·eNo: · · 1 
:1410 T-CANO=TC .. A.l\fD+C-AJ\10( l ,t11l j . .. . .• . . . . . 
1·, !Ff TCAN.D -·\TTCA.ND). ·1530, 14.20 ,:1420 ! .· . .· . . . . . . . . . . 
· . ;142 O l°"Uvl= fvJivl--1 ··· ! . 
_ . I F ~ f'l fvi ~1'\J N 114 3 0 , 14 3 0 , 8 5 0 
1430·. MM=NF . I . . · - . . \· . 
.NN = N N:+.1 · 
. .· . . ; . . . i . . . . . . . . • . . . 
. . \I · .. ~ F ( NiN-MM )·849·,_l44_0,.l't40 . ·. · 
- :.14.40 TF(NCOUNT-2)1450,:1450,1470 .. 
·· .. ·. · 1450 ;.NEXT.;NEXT.+1 : t, . . .. ' . ..
. ·.I.' 
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I 
., 
. .. l · ..· 
• • ! ~ _ .. 
.. 
. . 'i ·, · .. · 
. •· 
·. NCOUNT=NCOUNT+l. . 
. . . . ' . . . . . ·, i . 
·1F(NJCOUNT~-1 )830~830, 1460 -·· 
. j • 
'. ·1 ·· i . 
·.;.:.. -. . .' 
. ., .. . . 1· . . . . 
:.~ · ·1,460 NN=i ! . . , 
. MM:=N·F··. _·_.· 
. I} G.O~: TO \_840 .-··. 
. \.~ . . 
·c .- . · 
,· \ ,: . " 
C .µRINTOUT OF FINAL.L-INE BALANCE 
; . . C .... 
' . : . 
1470 CUMBDL·=·o.o· 
OfJ 1490 N=-1.,N;F 
FC'\T. -~ . C -- . ·TOTS ( f\J.) . 
IF(F€T).l4Y0,1490,1480. 
14.8Q CUMBDL, = CUMBOL · + FC T 
. . \ . 
... 1490. C:ONTl.NUE · 
, . 
DO 1510· N .. =1,NF ·. 
i!;,' ' 
WR lT E>( 3, 7,.50} .· 
• . WR I lT E ( 3 , 7 5-0 > · · 
., r 
. . , 
I , 
. ! ; . 
·' . :1 '. . 
:i: ' : . . 
. .i . ' 
. ,, :1 ·.· . ' . 
:1 . . . 
it : : . . . 









. . . ' . 
- '· 
. .. . \ 
t J)O 1500 !K=l • lCEND · .. ·. . 
.·.·.1F(STATC:3,K,N)~99 •. 0)l500,15\10,1500 ·\.} i: · .... 
1soo,wRITE(3,740)N,STAT(3,K,N),STAT(l~K,Nl,STA;f(2,K,N) · "· 
• . I , • • •. 1510 WRITE(3,760)TOTS(N) . -- ... -·; -
. : W R:I T E ( _3 , 7 5 0 ) - ff 1 • ' 
. . 
4>l>, : 
. ' ' --·.: .·.' -
. . . . .. · 
... ~ 
. . ' i . ' ' . 
~. -· 
'. ·.1' . ' 
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i . ' 
. . I . 
I , 
. . . • .. . JJJ,: 0 • 
. . : i ... ; .. 
i . . .. i . . 
. ,..,,. __ 
:-..; ; 
" . 
. I . . . 
W.RlTE(t3,770)·-_ C,CUMBDL 
·1520 1 .STOP 
-
. ~ .. 
. . . 
C .. · 
. 
.. 
I_•.~ C .. I COMPARE CANDIDA0TES WI.:TH -GOAL.·. 
. i . 
. ~ C . .. . . 
. · · ·. 15:30. oo' 15.70 M=I-, IC END . : . · 
i .· 
I 
I F. ( CANO ( 1 , f,tl ) - 5 O O. O )· 1 5 4 O , 1 5 7 O , 1 5 7 O ·· · 
·, .. ,, . . - 1 ·5
1
40" I F11 CAN. D ( 4 , ·ffl ) ) l 5 5 0 , 1 5 5 0 ~ 1 5 6 0 · :
1 
· · 
· 1.5.1?0 ARG:. = -VS ( Nl ). ·- CANO_( 2, f'.·1) · . 
. ·. ARGl = VS(NZ) + CAND(2~M·)· 
... lF-tA.RG) ·1551,15'5·1,1552 ! 
1551·:SQRl·.= ·O.O l . . . , 
. . . l . . • : ' 





1552 SQRl = STDF*S·QR;T ( ARG:) · i 
1 s·s3 sQR12 .·= srDP*SQRT, A-RGl > 
_ , ; ·: r i -. 
- - __ ... 
·-
--~_· ... ·· 
. ' . ~ . 
- ·. ' . . : .·. . . . . . . . . . ' /. . . • . . ' i .. . ! .· !. • .·. VALWE=!h\BS( s (·Nl >_-c·AND fl ,M )-+~QRl~·srN.2 >+Cf\i'J9t1 ,1~ )-SQ~2l .... CANDC7,M-)=VALUE· · . ·. · · · · : - : \: -· ·.J· .. ·.l: .·-.- · 
·. GO . T.O 15 70 1 
-1 · i 
l5fOARG::: VS(Nl)-CAND(2,M)+GAN0(5,M) .·1 
• 
1 
• ARjGl = vs (N2 J ~c.AN_o·c5, fVl >·+c AND tr,2, f"l) . I 
.. ',. ·-I F:(-At{G) · 1561,: 1561, 1562, · 
· .I 
·' 1561 .SQRl, # .O~O ·- .. . . ; . . 
-·_._.···G·o TO 1563· .. , .. 
• 1.5.62. SQRl: = \STOF~'S(Jk~r ( AKG) .· . 
·· • 15P3 '1F< AKGl > 1564, 1564, 1565 J . 
~1564 S9R2 ~ o.o 
L 
·, ' 
. I .. 
! 
. I • 
.$ 
. . . . ·¢ . 
_ 
1 
• : GO TO 1·566· r -
r • ·, 
.. · r;,::. ~~~~q:A 1~~f ;;~r~~6:~g f ~, M) +CANO ( 4 ~ M) +SQR 1~~ ( N~) +CANO ( 4, M )-C )ND ( 1, M ). · 1· I '~SQR2) ' 
·. jl ' ... 1. · __ ·. _·. 
. . . . I . . . . 
. . . ' . . 
. , ,' . . .. <fj .... 
_ •.. CAN·~ t7. ,M l=_VALU.E _ 
. J-- .. -·. > . . 
. 
1 
- 1570. CONTI-NUE.- ~ · 
·I i • ').·., · • 
·c· . j 
. I.. . ' .. 
C ,. GANDil}ATE SORT IN ORDER OF CLOSENESS. TO G~AL . ' .. · C . . I! • 
. I i 
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DO 1~90. M=l~ICCENO 
.Mt?l =f\ll+l 
.i'] . . . . . . . . . . . • 
.DO 1590 MJ~.=MPl, IC END . 
-~ 








; ·. 1FlCAND.(7,M.)-CA1ND(·7,MM) )1590,1590,1580 · 
1580-TE1MP=CAND(7,M)". · , . · . · · .. -· · . 
.. i .. CAN[)(7,Ml=CAN0(7~M·M) . . . . 
i 
.·: · CANO ( 7,Mr~l=TEfv1P·· 
· . ! "· . \ T E iv'! JJ = C AND ( 6 ,, l"l ) 
• t . - . . . . . . . . . . 
. -
1
"·1 CA:N·o ( ~, M J=CAND ( 6·, Mf"i) 




C ANO ( 5 , M Ji= C AN D ( 5 , Mf 1 ) 
C AND ( s· ~·~MM )= ,T E IVI P . 
if E i"I P =CA NO ( 4, M·) , 
<:;·AND ( 4, M) =C AND ( 4, t4f'll·) 
. GANO~( 4, MM ) =T Ei"l P 
. ·TEMP=CAND (:3 ,·M) -
·c·AND ( 3 ,:M) ='.CANO ( 3, MM) 
CAN l) ( 3 , M·M ) =TE f"l P 
TE J"I P=·c·A r\JO t 2 , fvl ) 
C AND ( 2 .·, fVI J =CAN D ( 2 , MM ) . 
, CAND(2,MMl=TEMP 
1 · TEMP=CAND ( 1 ·,/VI) 
1590 
C 
CANO ( 1,M) =CAi\JO ( 1,tvt'r"I) 
C A f\J D ( 1 , M M ) = T E fv1 P 





.c ASSIGNMENT OF BEST CAND~DATE 
c· •; 
1 F (' CA ND ( 4 ~ 1 ) ) 6 6 (l , l 6 6 O , 1·60 O 
1600, DO ·1620 K=l, I END . 
. ··. i ; . IFfS·T~T(3,K, ·2)-CAND(·6,l)l'l620,1610,.:1620 
C ·. . · · ~ · DOUBLE- EXCHAf\JGE --- ELE('l1ENT TIMES. SWlT 
.1610 STAT( 1,K,N2)=CAND(l,lr.. . ,, .· ... 
STAT ( 2, K ,.N2) =CAND ( 2, l l 
. ,. . : ·--
1, • 
. . I . 
l 
• \ . 
.:. ·i 
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1 •. 
. • p ~ 
' /i 
-~ - .,.:-
. 46-30- · · 
.·· ... ·.. :4640, ~_:. . 
.·.· .4.65t)., 
: l.-6 6'1ci\: .· · 
. - '4t:, .. 1,Q···.· 
. • ... 4680' ·:<, 
'' •··. 469Jl : 
4~100· 
·········47.f{)· 
. 4720· .. 
. - . .. -:·:·.- . -- -. 
. " 4·730 · 
· ..•... :4'7 40:'. 
· .•.. 47·50 
. 4-,:6·0. 
. ·· •.. · '-f7J-O; · _.· 
>4780 .· _; · ....• 
.· >::4.7:90· .. · .. ._..< 
. 48_().() -~ i'> . 
•481.()··.· ···. 
· 4-&2~0· ,· . 
4a·ao.······ 
. ' -.. ' 
.. 4840· .. · 
· .· :4}35oi· ··•··· 
· ... ~~860···.· 
·. · · ·. ·4· ·a·.· ··1···· :o· · ···· r · ·.· 
··.·. ' > '.··.. : i ; .... ··~ : ... 
• .... _:4··aao.•_.Y: · ... · 
·. J 4'8<J()' :·' .. 
· ·.· .·.-·· = .·· 49,0J)> 
, ·, .·.· ... · .. · 49 '1-0;·''. 
· ·• · ... · ·4···.··9·2· -o··· > · 
. :'· .. _. .::_ .-. ·. -- -~:. ·.- -.. : < :< . . 
• •. < ·: >· , •493.'.cl. f 
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f: :.<·-1 ~~ - ·._\:. 
,:.i i •. 
·G ... I [:'i. 
/.i=~) >:; . 
~j ';'' ·: ,·_. 
-i;' . i ·1 
ir~.-'·: _r. -
>,j . . I 
-' 
~~ .. •; -
~/'1.. . i 
,,,.j , I 1 ·, 1 ·
;·,.·.·.· .. ,· . ·. I 
.•.'!;;. •· 
il < J 
r·1 .. 
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' i . i . : :· ' 
'' I , . . : . . . . 
. . . 
. S TAT . .(i 3 , K ; N 2 l ·=CAN D ( 3. , 1') . · . · · . · • 
· ~ , N 2 f = ·S. c N 2 l +·c A N o .. < 1 , 1 > ·~c AN o t 4 , 1 > i _ . ,. 
. [ 
.. · · ... ·. :· . . . . ,. . . 
. . • . I • 
· ,·:VS(N2,}=VS(f>J2l-tC:ANDJ2,l)~GANO( 5, i ) .. 
'IF(V·S(N2l'). 1·615,1615,1616 .·i-·•-. 
···:161·5 v.stN2> -~ -o •. a · · · -!' ~. . . . .·.I.. . . 
. 
' ... 
· ·._-.1616 TOTS(f~·2·) = ·s(N2·) ·~ STDF·*S0RT(VS(N2l) .I 
G.o· TO · 1630 
. 1620 CONTlf\jUE 
I6.3·0 ·Do 1650 · K=l, Jc EN.o \ I I ·. , . 
. • . 
. . . 
. • . . . . . ·• ' . •. . .· ·' . • 
. lF {STAT f 3, K, N lJ--CANDJ 3, 1. )' )· 16~0, 1640 ,1650 
· 1 6 4 0 . S T A.T { 1 , K , N 1 l =CA i\J D ( 4 , 1 J . 
. 
1 STAT.t2·,.K,Nll=CANDt5,1) .. · · 
S T A T ( 3 ~ K , i\f 1 ) = C AND ( 6 , l ) . 
. S ( Nl) =S ·( N 1 J.+C Af\JD t4, l·') -CA·N·o ( 1, 1.) . 
VS ( l\l·i l =VS (f\J 1 -) +CAN D ( 5, 1] -C AJ\I DC 2, 1 ) 
. · I F-· ( VS f N 1 J.) 16 4. 5 , 16 4"5· ., 16 4·6 
1645 VS(Nl). = O.O 
11646· TOTS,(Vlf =· S(Nl) +.· STOF*S<JRT(vs>(Nl)) 
Go ro· 1140 
\ . 
· 1650· CONT INU1E . 
:C SI NG L E E 'X CH .A i\J GE· U F EL E fVI t: i\J T T I iVi E 
1660 DO 1670 K=l,1tEND . . . .. 
1 J F ( S_ TA T ( 3 , K , N 1 ) -C Af,J O ~ 3 , 1 ) ) l 6 -, 0 , 1 6 8 U , 1 6 7 c, 
16'70 CONT I NU I:: , 
C : ~ 'E MU V E . t L E i'"i E f\! T T I iVl E F RO fv1 H IG H . S T A T I U1\J 
16 ao · I s TA 1\( 1 , K, N 1 > = 5 o·o. o . ) 
. . STA Ttt 2 , K , N 1 ) = 0. O 
--STAT ( 3 ,: K:.,N·l)=99. 0 . 
' •: . 
.. - "\ 
, . . 
' 








RESORT S·TAT I ON ASS I GNMtr~TS 
DO 1700 K~l,1CCEND 
AFTER. ELElvlEI\JT TI ME· 'R.EMOVED -·.~·· 
. ' . l . ,· 
,, 
: KPldK+l . !, ' ' 
00 ·11-10·0 t<K-=KPl, ICEND 
. . 
. 
1 I F ( S T·AT { 3 , K , N 1 ) --ST AT ( 3 , K K , f\J 1 ) > 1 7 0 O , 1 ·1 o O , l p Yo .· . 
. 16 9 0 C TE f"1, P = S T A T. { 3 , K , J\j 1 ) . . . · 1 
. , 
S Tf A, T ( 3 , K , N 1 ) = S T A T ( 3. , K K , N 1 ) · 
>· 
. ,1 . . '. 
. . . 
I_ , 
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l ; · .. ; .. r· 
..• ,· •• ·• J 
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· ·. -~, · --i:49)10· 
··.·•_· ... i4·,Jao: 
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· ·. : -·; .. _ .. -__ ·-:::.7v-·-----:···' . 
. . .· :5.'00'0'·~'.<:. ·', .·. 
,.· 
· 5-'dkfs .· . · 
. ... ;L J > . 
·-·····5·.0!1··.,.'o· _-., ... · ·. -· 
· 5o;ig:o:<- . ·. ···· , ··· 
· · .-5·{f30 
. 5·04,(1 '·_·, 
.. ·-- .. ·•s,0:5·•0·•··,-
. .. . ·506:0/. 
;_.:; "\ . 5()."t(t'.i . 
. : '. 5():8()\ 'C • , 
--- . . . __ . ..- . . .· ~ 
- ·s·· ···o··.·-9· ·o· · · - ·_ > .· ·-. - · 
. . -
. . 
-.·· 5:I'or . .> .... -, -._ -· 
. 5110 ,, ., .. 
· · Ii~iZ/, ·······• §er £::1··-.. -~:i·o··· -· ' · 
· .. :.J:~·-' .' :::_':;) · .. ~ .-,_ -.. _ - . . 
tftf. . .. >·. 
..··._·.··.·. ,,< 51~.0-;, 
,, 5160· · .. ,·' .. '_. · 
·' .· ·.· ·.5170' 
. 
. - ' . 
·Sil7·5·· __ -.·.-
.•• 15.18{1 · ·_ •.·· 
.- -.. ·- .. ,, . 
: .·.· ·.5.18._5·:. 
·. 51,9_0.···. 
· 51~95· - ·. 
·. 52.00 . _ 
. · .. · ...•. J .. · ·• · 5;2":io 
. . . . -·5220·· 
,i· ·. . · ·• s2:3·0······ 
,. , ·.~·· . ,· · .. · 5'240 . 
.,' .· ,, ·. . 5250·· 
;. 
\ ... 1;. 
.. 
' 'ii ' . 
. . : ! 
j 
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i 
.. · ', 
. 
. 
. . . '. \ ... 
. ·STAT-( 3,KK.,Nl >1;:T-EMP· 
_ . 
1 TEMP=_~TATf2~K-JNll · .. _, __ · _-STAT(2,.K1Nl )=STAT (2,KK,f\Jl)· ' . ·. ... • . ' ' 
. i 
_ STA,- (? ,'KK ,.Nl_) =f!EMP 
·. T,EMP=S·'T-AT ( 1, K ,Nl) 
. STAT( 1-~:.K, Nl) ~S.TA T ( 1-, KK ,Nl >, -
- · S TAT ( . 1 , :K K , N 1 ) = T E JVI P ~ 
11·00 .. c·oNTli\JUE· -





C Pt.ACE ELEM-ENT TitvlE IN LD·W STATIOI\J 1 7 I O DO_ 1 7 3 0 K = 11 , 1 I C E f\J D -
- _ 
,, .. IF(STAT(1,K~~2)-500 .• 0)l730,1720,1730 
, .. 7 2 0 ·~TA T \ ( l , K , N 2 ) \f C AN_[? ( 1 , 1 ) 
· ' · . ·ST AT \f 2 , K ,-N2 ) ".#:CA NO ( 2; 1 ) ·· 
I 
17 22 
ST A:T,,(L3, K·, N2) =CANO { 3, l) 
-- S ( Nl) =S ( f~l )-CANO fl, l) 
-._ VS ( N·i) =VS ( t\Jl )-CANf)·( 2.,,1). · 
"·S(N2)=S(N2)+CAND(l,1) VS (~\12') =VS ( N2 l+CAND (2, 1-) .. 
-I F ( V S -( N 1 ) )· l · 7 2 ·2 , 1 Y 2· 2 , 1··123 
,v s .. <,,N1·> -= o. o p , 1IF(_.\/S-(N2l) 1724,1-/24,1]25 -- '-VS ('Nz ) = 0. O' 1 _ . . · -, .. · . 
1723 
1724 
1725 T OT S ( N 1 ) = S ( J\J 1 ) + S t D F ~:, S QR T ( V S f f\J 1 ) ) · I - ·. , ; . . - - . . 
.. -TO T·S ( N 2 ) = ·S ( 1\J 2 ) - + STD F :;( Sl) I-< T f V S ( r\12 ) ·) -· 
.• • 1 • GO TO ·1740 , 
-
-1·730-cONTINUE , C ·· !-
-
C ): IN IT! AL I ZAT I ON FOR NEXT BRYTON 
.Cl -




. . .. 
1 
-CAND.tl, M )-= 500. 9. 
CAND(2,Ml = O.b 
C A'-ND L.3, M ) = 0. 0 
· SAND( 5,fvl> :70 .o ·, ,. 
~AND ( 6 , M ) -.- 0 • ,o · 
,,. 
·. i : 
. . • .. , '·' 
,, ' 
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- .·•· ~2q0: _ 
. . ·5·,2·1··<0.· .:- · -; __ . ,' ·,· .. _· ' ·:· ·.-·'1 · 
·, . J ·.· • ' .• •. 
,: s,2.t1:o. \\ , ·-·.~··· · 
·5:290 1 •.. -. _ 
. ' :,~·00' 1-· ~- .· 
:<,5 3.1.0 : (. ;_ 
.• _ ..  5.::i2t) ·· 
·-· .-,'.--.. ·c·. ,. 
- .: "5330>:_· 
:·._5_-335:··-
. •. · .. '. ~·- ,5·34·0.· -.. 
.·53~9 .·.· 
, ... ····:5·360<·· 
••. _ •. -._.
15370-; 
. - 5380 
- ·>~/3·90': 
- -54dtr.· 
··-·· 54]..i() __ - ..• - .·.. ;.- - ,:··. 
. ·.5/+2{) 
'·. 5425· 
.. _--. 5430·· 
-_ •. 5·.43t,= ·.-
. ' . -_' 
_--\.' .... -
_ ... _ 
' · .. -5440'' _·. 
. . -: :-<. >.: ·. --' ·-i ':: . ;~:-:. :· . ' ' . . . 
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CANO ( 4, Mi) =O,. 0 
CAN·D ( 7 ,.M) =99. 0 
CNTB = CNTB + 1 I . 
IF{CNTB - BLST}790 ,7:90,1470 e 
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Appendix ·c contains- a listing of a GPSS simulation written for 
. ' Qhe of the balances generated in the course of this study. ~ Input 
to the simulator was generated by a FORTRAN _program (see Appendix D) 
cinto disk_stor~geo The simulator, in turn, accessed the 
I> reconditiQn-
1ng jobs and 
run 
.. 
statistics· defined. compiled the 
' The program was 
on an IBM/360 model. 50. 
'. 
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·.UNTO. A DISK STORAGE ro, BE USED I, GJ)SS/360 
JOBTAPE 
.STORAGE 
JOB·TAl '., s·rRT 
s·1·,2 ·. 
WORK STATION NUMBER· l 
· l
l . 
. f i 
I ! 
. ' . 
* STRT· . Q_UE:UE 
. LINK. 
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. . . ··· 
RE·SET TRANS IT rrlME' 'FOR · TRANSACT·10N · 
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. ·.... . .. 
' . 
JOIN QUEUE- AT , ND ;WO~K- STATION.· 
. l! . 
WORK STATION NUM5ER 3 
QUE.UE 
·LINK 
. se 1:ze 
DEPART. 
ADVANCE 
. - . 
30, 
. 2 , FIFO, THE 
- WS.N3 ~ .. · . 
-30 
P3 
'JOIN .QUEUE F'ClR 3R·p · WORK . ST~TlON·.·. · 
: ,· . ' ' ' ' 
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WORK STATION NUMBER 4 : 
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WORK! STATION NUMBER.6 
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42 . JOIN QUEUE AT 6TH WORK STATION. i 
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A·ppendix D contains the program listing of 
which generated reconditie>ning jobs for use 
model. The run on an IBM/360 model 
t:;i.Jti itU\ ~. :t !t ll 
. './' 
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IFUL IS USED TO STORE FULLWORD PAR~METERS !HALF IS USED TO.·STURE ·HALFWORD PARAMETERS.· . 
·NAME IS READ FROM A CARO IN WHICH ~END ·UF FILE JOBT 
.: .IS· PUNCHED IN COLU~iNS. 1 THRU ·16 \ , · ... 
. · lTASK =.AN ARRAY-WHICH CONTAINS THE-ELE1Vl~NT· Tl1~ES.,-1\li AN. . 
. 
· I' . ' . .· . . . . · · · FREQUENCY. OF DEFECT OCCURRENCE Af\JD ·VAl{l,Af\JCE ·oF ·· -THE ·FREQLJENCY 
·, 
1
,. I_WS T = AN ARRAY COf\1TA If\(ING THE O~ERATI0f\J5 ASSIGNED. TO THE w·ORK STATIONS . i 
P = PR I.OR I TY -- INIJIAL lZED AT O · 
IAT = INTEKARRiV4L Tlr'tE OF TRANSACTIO. S· ,l 
' ... 
NTT = TOTAL NUiVl:BER OF JASKS . . 
.IX,= ·sEED FOK RANDOM N{JfvlBER GEi\JERATOR· -- KAI\IOlJ--! 
.. ·".' . 
C 
C 
IVlAt{ =,: VARIANC·E LOGIC 
· 
- ,· 











. DETERMIJ\J'ISTIC -- GUNS TA.NT-.:. - · 
. ·-1~ FREQUENCY IS NORMALLY D1$TKI~UTEU. NT= TASK NUMBER 
1 • 
. . i 
, NST = NUMBER OF SUBTASKS PEK TASK 
BIT IS O. OR ·1 FOR· HALF OR FULL. ~'JORO ~ RAtv{ETEt{S . , . ·, NUlvl IS THE -NiUMBER. DF. PARAMETERS PER. Tt{At'JSACTION •... _ ·- ·· .... • 
. .f\Jl)f"1A IS THE NUMBE~ OF .PARAME.TERS WITH !NON-ZEKO VALUE·s( 
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-· C NlJMA lS THE NUMBER OF: WORK 'STAT 1o·Ns I. THE· SlMULAT·lON FOR 
·c 'APiPLICATION· . 
·.C · NT!RAN \ IS THE NUMBER OF TRANSA:CTIONS , ". , .· •-· . l · 1 . •• •• · ·• · •. · . 





• t_ • # I M P L I C I T· l-I\J T E GE R . ( A - H , 0- ~-J l , ~, 
ii .. I j\J .. T·E I~ I::,... Ll :~ 2· . ' .. - . ·tr ,; 
r . u " lHALr ·. · .. · . -.· . -1 
.. · .. ·_ · ....... ·. . .·. : .· ····. • .. r .,. • . 'I . . . • . . . . . . . .·· . .· .·.. . •. , . . D I J"l E N ,S I ON I FU L ( l O 1 ) , I HA L F (1,,2 0 2 ) , I\J AM E ( l & ) , I TA S K ( 5 0 , 2 0 , 3 l , ·1 t"1 S T ( 10 , 2 0 J .. · · . . • q 
•:;~""- ' • ' 
' ~ d ' '. • . . . ' ·. . . : - . ·- .. . . . ' : : ·- . ' . . . : . . 1,NST(50.> 
-(~ ., 
T,T = 0 
· o!o 1 J = 1 , 1 o 1 





























· 00 33 1·= 1, 10 
DO 33 J=l,20 
.IWST(I,J)=O 
·READ CONTROL CARD 
k EA o· ( 1 , 10·0 ) B t T, f\JU iv1, f\JUf'Jl.4, f\J T K Ai'·~ 
READ IN ·TOTAL NUMBPR OF TASKS, 
JR, E. AD ( · 1 , 1 9 8 ) NT T , I X ·, I V 'A R , I AT 
DO 300 JJ=l,NTT l 
· RE.AD I f\J f\J U t~ B E R OF SU BT A S K:S P ER 
~ . . 
} 
\ KEAD(l,199) NT,NST(Nl> 
. · ·1 F ( I\J T - NT T ) 2 5 0 , 2 5 0 , 3 Y1 -, 
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I ! : . . ·t . 
READ IN. ELEfvtEN·t TIMES, .FREQUENCY, .. VARIANCE 
I . 
'DO 300 KK=L,KST 
·. I . . . . 
READ (1,200) IT,IST,(ITASK.(IT,-IST,J),J=l,3') 
.1IF(IT-NT).398,300,398 
· CONT I NlJ E · 
KEAD IN WORK StATION - TASK.ASSIGNMEN 
lD O 31 O K K = l :, NU [Vt A 
• I ' . • 
t< E AD ( 1 , 2 1 0 ) ! I ~JS t I W S TN , ( l W ST ( I W S , I ) , I = 1 , I 
- ~ 
· lF(IWSTN - iol 310,310,399 
STN) 









. · 315·· 
I • 
~ 
GEN6RATE RANDOM DATA FOR S0-IfvlULATION 
NTRAN = NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS 
p = 0 
IA = 10 
DO 400 N=l,N·TRAN • 
· NUMA = r\JUfvlBER OF· WORK STATIDN.S 
1 
·00 880 . I= 1, NUi"IA 
I FUl ( I ) = 0 
; ii 
I HALF CI l=O . 
, o a r B 1·0 · J ~ 1 , 2 o 
• : j 
IF( i!WST( 1,J )_) 38<),380,315 
LL= IWST(I,J). 
LEND =.NST(L> 
DO 13160 K=l · LEND · 1 
. I . f . . . . . 





.,, 340: IF(IVAR-1) 342(399,396 
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XFRE_Q- = I FREQ 
CALL RANDU·( IX, lY ... , YFL.) 
. ~ IX . = · lY . \, : , 
' ; 
.. YFL = YFL.*l·oo.o 
IF(XFREQ - YFL)360,350,350 
· I. F f B I T • E Q • 0 ) I HA L F ( l ) ·= I HAL F ( .I ) , 
1 IF(Bl·T.EQ.1.)IFUL(I) = IFUL(I) + 
C. 0 N T I f\J U E 
CONT I NU·E 




+ I A S .K ( I , K , 1 ) . 
I r ·A . K ( L , , l ) 
. ' 
. . 
,r, .. ' 




OK~OBIT+OP+NUM ' . . . .· I I . ' I F ( 8 I T • E ·Q • 0 ) W f<. I T E ( 1 2 , 1 7 0 ) I A , T T , 0 K , ( l H A L F (' ) , L = 1 , 2 t) .? ) 
I F ( B .I .T ~ E Q • i ) W R I T E ( 1 2 , 1 7 5 .) I A , T T , 0 K , ( I F U L ( L ) , L. = 1 · , 1 O l l 
IA = IAT ,, 
·DO 3 ·1I=l,NUMA · 
IHALF(II)=O 
.,IFUL(Il)=O 
CUl\!T I NUE 
. ' 
-1~ REFERS TO CAKD READER UNIT 
~12- REFE~S TO DISK STORAGE UNIT • • • I 
• • 
,. ! .. 
R E A. D ( 1 , 1 3 0 ) ( N J.\ M E ( K ) , K = l , 1 6 ) ~ 
.WRITE ( 12 , 19 5 ) ( NAME ( K ) , K = 1, 16) , ( IF UL ( L ) , L = , 100 ) ENDFILE'.12 . · . 
·RE\rJIND 12. 
STOP ~ 
• CONTROL CAt{D READ FORMAT. 
I. 
. .. I 
. ' . . •- ' -
. ·. . ... -
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· 1a· ,o·· . . : . . 
C 
b-
. . . :' f"' "- . 
. .i 
. FORM AT ( l l , 1 X , I 3 , 1 X , :I 3 , 1 · X , I 5 ) . 
. TRANSACTION CARD FORMAT. ·. . , . · ... . · FOR.MAT ( I 6, l X, I 1 q, 1 X, I 3, 1 X, 8 C If,, 1 X) /, 2 0 ( 1 i ( I 61; 1 X .j / ) ) . WRITE FORMAT.S 
_:. . I· · ,· , . 
·FORMATt3A4,202A2) 
: FOR fvlA T (. 3 A 4 .t 1 0 1 A L~ ) 
F O t{ f'"1 A T ( l 6 A 1 , 1 0 0 A 4~ ) 
, . 
. . ' . . 
· FOR~lAT ( 1.6A 1 )· 
. 
. 
YT = IT'ASK(y,K,3). 
. I F .( YT ) ·3 9 2 , 3 91 , 3 9 2 
,XS = O~O! 
' ' 




· GO .TO 393 




IF( I FREQ) 360,360,39~5 · 
.I.F( IFREQ:..1,00') 343,350-,350 
WRITE(3,180)'. IVAR. 
FOR fvl AT ( 1 H l , t':v A R I 'A i\J C E · L CJ G I C I NCO KR .E C T · 1 , 5 X , I 5 } 
S TlJJJ · 
. ,. 
.397u. ·WRITE(.3,rl81 ). NT,I\ITT 







.. WRITE(3,182) IT,NT 
.. ! 
·FORMA.T(lHl,'TASK # Gt{EATER THAN TiOTAL # 0 TA·SKS'•I5.,15)···· ' , . 
·. ! . 
. . . . . . l 
· 18.3 
198 
· WRITEt3,183)lWSTN . · ·· . 1 
· • . \ ... · · ..• 1 
·_. F.ORMAT ( lHl, 'MORE· THAN1 20 !SUBTASKS;. PER< TAS. 1 , l 5·). 
FORMAT.(I3,I9,I1·,I5)· 
' C· 
. . . -· : 
. i· 
. ' 
' ! . 
. . 
· .. r 
... , . <:~~~~~~..::_ .·~ .. ' 
. . -_-. 
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t:,f : . • .··. . 
II 
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. . '! 
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' ~ ! 
FORt,ilAT( I3, 13 )' 
FORM AT.1 ( I 3., I 3 , I 5. , I 3 , 15 ) ... 
' FOR Iv1 A T ( 2 6 l_ 3 , 2 X ) . 
F OR fvl A T (- 3 A 4 , 2 0 A 2 ) 
STO~ 
; 1 ~ t:t\JD _· 








SUB ROUT I NE -TO G E f\J E R AT E U l\1 I F OR h1 L Y t D I S T :~ I tJ U T E D. r< l\ f\Jf) 0 fvl · i\J U i ·l B t: i{ S 
5 
. 6 ,_J 






. ,'!! .. 
. IY = lX~<65539 
IF(IY)5,~,6 
. i J 
IY = 1~+2147483647+1 
YFL = IIY . 
, YFL =· YFL::C.4656613E-9 
KETURi\J 
.END· 
S UBROU T IiNE ·G·AUS S ( IX ,·S, A1"1, V) 
I 
, S U B R O U ~T I i\J E T O G E f\J E k A T E NO R. i"l t\ L L Y D I S T K I 8 U T t.: 0 ·i\J Li ivt B E RS 
A= O.O 




. A = A-fY .. 
' . 
k-· V = (A-6~0)~c·S+Ai"1 
RE ltuR·f\J 
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